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Christopher, Morgan pleased with appointments

Brown names five new regents

JG

From Staff, AP Reports
FRANKFORT — Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. appointed five new
members to the Murray State
University Board of Regents Monday afternoon, apologizing for taking so long, but pointing out that
four of the appointees are
Republicans.
The new regents are Madisonville attorney Richard Frymire,
51, a Democrat, along with
Republicans B.M. Westberry, 55,
a Marion attorney; State Appeals
Court Judge J. William Howerton,
50, of Paducah; Michael N. Harreld, 37, senior vice president of
Louisville's Citizens Fidelity Bank
& Trust Co., and Robert Lawton,
61, a Central City insurance agent.
Brown identified Frymire and
Howerton as classmates of his at
the University of Kentucky Law
School.
"I'm satisfied that these people
will do what's right for Murray
State and, hopefully, remove the
confrontation that's created so
much emotion in the past," Brown
said.
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In response to the governor's
appointment, Board of Regents
Chairman Ron Christopher today
expressed his pleasure about the
situation, calling Brown's decision
"a good selection."
Christopher remarked in a
telephone interview, -this is a new
beginning for Murray State
University," and added he hoped
the controversy was over and the
board could get on with their process of seeking a new president for
the school.
"The business at hand is moving
along," he said referring to the
current search for a replacement
to President Constantine Curl-is,
whose contract is not to be renewed after its June 30, 1983 expiration date.
Christopher, along with Bill
Morgan, Benton, and Jere McCuiston, Trenton, were the only
state-appointed regents not to
resign . at the governor's request
during a meeting in Frankfort
earlier this month. They had said
earlier they would not resign
unless Curris also resigned.

Brown had sought the resignations of seven of eight Murray
State regents. He contended that a
split involving board members
would hurt the university and impair the search for a new Murray
State president.
-A faction of board members
sought the ouster of Curris and
brought charges against him last
year that were later dropped.
However, this past year, the board
voted 5-4 not to reappoint Curris
when his contract expires.
At the Frankfort meeting in
Brown's office, state appointees
Dr. Charles Howard, Mayfield;
Jerry Woodall. Lexington: Sara
Page, Paducah; and William
Carneal, Owensboro; resigned
their positions on the board.
Howard, Page and Corneal were
pro-Curris while Woodall voted
against the president.
Regent George N. King Sr. of
Louisville, who was appointed in
May, resigned prior to the
Frankfort meeting, telling Brown
he wouldn't have accepted the appointment had he known the "kind

of mess" he was getting into.
Morgan commented that in
reviewing the names of the new
appointees, he was also pleased
with the governor's decision.
"I feel he has chosen people of
exceptionally high quality who
possess both the ability and desire
to serve as board members. The
governor has worked hard to find
these people," he said.
The Benton businessman noted
that numerous applications continue to come in for consideration
of the president's position. "We've
had responses from all over the
country." he said. -And from the
way things are progressing, we
are right on schedule with our
February date for announcing our
findings."
McCuiston was unavailable for
comment this morning.
Curris, who has previously
stated he would not actively seek a
new contract with the university,
said today in a released statement."The university community
warmly welcomes the new
(Continued On Page 21

Flooding closes portions of Highway 94
sae
••
AND THE RAINS CAME — Following several months of relatively
little rainfall, large amounts of precipitation have begun to fall during the past few days. As a result, pot holes fill with water, creeks
overflow, and homeowners in low areas suffer from the downpours.
A flash flood warning was issued this morning for Calloway and surrounding counties adding to the degree of seriousness caused by the
sudden rains.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Families to be contacted
for cancer society survey
Approximately 300 Calloway
County families will be contacted
within the next few days and asked to participate in the American
Cancer Society's second national
survey, according to Mrs. Barbara lOtis FIJI Erwin,chairman of
the society's Calloway County
unit.
The local participants will be
among a million Americans whose
lifestyles will be followed for six
years in the project, one of the
largest epidemiologic research

humid today

•

Warm and humid today with
a 50 percent chance of
thunderstorms. Some storms
could produce very heavy rain.
Highs 80 to 85 degrees. South
winds 10 to 15 mph.
Cloudy tonight with a 50 percent chance of thunderstorms.
Lows near 70 degrees. South
winds 5 to 10 mph. Warm and
humid Wednesday with a 60
percent chance of
thunderstorms. Highs near 80
degrees. South winds 10 to 15
mph.
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studies ever carried out in the U.S.
The survey, Cancer Prevention
Study II, will focus on environmental effects of cancer. The
first study, from 1959 to 1972,
focused on smoking's link to
disease.
"With information provided by
the participants in Calloway County and across the country, we hope
to identify those factors that increase and individual's chance of
getting cancer, those that carry
little or no risk, and those that actually may help prevent
cancer," Mrs. Erwin said.
"We'll then be able to develop
programs to help people follow
lifestyles that minimize their
cancer risk."
Participants in the study. she
empasized, will fill out a detailed,
confidential questionnaire on their
health and lifestyles. The questionnaires, which take about 45
minutes to complete, will be collected by Sept. 15 for use in the national study.
A variety of occupations, income levels and races will be
represented in the Calloway County sampling, Mrs. Erwin went on,
pointing out that 19 local researchers have been recruited to
(Continued On Page 2)

From Staff, AP Reports
Because of flooding from excessive rainfall, two sections of
Highway 94 east of Murray have
been closed, Lucy Wright,
Calloway County Disaster
Emergency Services coordinator,
said this morning.
According to Wright. the
highway was closed in two places
near Brown's Grocery, approximately 51 2 miles east of the city.
Kentucky State Police units
were dispatched to the area to
assist residents. Wright and the
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
were to assist state troopers later
this morning.
Officials of the sheriff's office
along with members of the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad were summoned to a basement residence one mile east of
Brown's Grocery this morning.

overnight, but about 2,500 people
The teams were called to assist in
in the Kentucky Lake area lost
the evacuation of a family followelectrical service temporarily.
ing the cave-in of the basement
A trailer park of about seven
home.
.
mobile homes at Grandview,
No other details were available
Monroe County, was cleared early
at press time.
Rising water from intense over- today as heavy rains continued to
night storms in western Kentucky fall and water rose to a depth -of
chased residents from their four feet, said Gordon Nichols of
homes in a Monroe County trailer the state Division of Disaster and
park and caused several boats to Emergency Services.
He said the people were staying
break anchor in Kentucky Lake,
at the homes of family and friends
authorities said today.
The National Weather Service, until the high water subsided.
Reports of flooding, mostly conhowever, issued a flash flood warning late this morning for the fined to roads and low-lying areas,
western Kentucky counties of also came in from in Allen, BarCalloway, Trigg, Marshall and ren, Clinton, Cumberland, Warren
Lyon. There were no immediate and Wayne counties,said Nichols.
Nichols said state workers
reports of damage.
No injuries had been attributed rescued one family that was trapto the storm, which dumped bet- ped when its vehicle stalled in
ween two and four inches of rain high water on a road in Allen
on much of western Kentucky County.

The storm created a pow*er
outage in the Kentucky Lake area.
The West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative estimated that
2,500 homes lost service between
2:30 a.m. and 7 a.m. tgclky. The
utility blamed the blaAout on
trees falling into power lines. A
few homes were Without electricity about 10;30 a.m..
_Ray Barga, the dockmaster at
Kentucky Dam, said that several
boats broke anchor during the
night. "We've probably got
something sunk out there," he
said."We have had a lot of rain."
Barga said at least three or four
inches of rain fell during the night.
State police at Mayfield said
there 'had been injuries reported
to them.

Rally lifts stock market to highest mark
By LORRAINE CICHOWSKI
AP Business Writer
The stock market rallied to the
year's highest mark despite news
that the proportion of steel plants
working was at a post-Depression
low, new tool orders were off
sharply and sales of new homes
plummeted.
A late buying spree Monday
lifted the Dow Jones industrial index to 893.30, an advance of 9.83
points. It continued the rally that
has lifted the Dow more than 100
points since Aug. 12, largely in
response to declining interest
rates.
Trading volume, however, fell
short of last week's record level,
and eight stocks declined for
every nine that advanced on the
New York Stock Exchange.
The American Iron and Steel Institute, the industry's chief lobby
group, reported steel production
in the week ending Aug. 28 sank to
39.9 percent of capacity from the
previous week's 40.5 percent,

which had been the year's low.
The capacity figure was the
lowest since 1938, when the yearly
average was 39.6- percent, according to Sheldon Wessoq, a
spokesman for the New Yorkbased steel institute. He said no
weekly figures were kept then.
Steel production so far this year
has used 51.7 percent of capacity,
compared with 83 percent a year
ago. The number of tons produced
so far this year is off 37.8 percent,
and employment has fallen to 62
percent of its level during the late
1970s.
The National Machine Tool
Builders Association, meanwhile,
said orders for new industrial
tools fell 14 percent in July from
the month before. The trade group
said foreign and domestic orders
fell to $107.7 million from $125.9
million in June.
In Washington, the Commerce
Department and the Department
of Housing and Urban Development said sales of new single-

To our readers,
We at the Murray Ledger & Times wish to express our deepest
thanks to everyone who made our open house Sunday afternoon a
tremendous success.
For those who were unable to see our new facility at 1001 Whitnell,
we extend a special invitation to stop by in the near future and to tour
the building.
As in the past, we shall continue to bring to you complete details of
events and happenings in Murray and Calloway County.
Sincerely.
The management
and employees of
the Murray Ledger & Times
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Walter Appereon
President & Publisher

No evacuation shelters had been
opened, he added.

Mrs. Ray Edwards
Vice President

James Lancaster
Secretary- Treasurer
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family houses fell 4.9 percent in the lowest since the government
July to the third-lowest rate in at began keeping such figures in
least two decades. Meanwhile, the '1963.
The Federal Home Loan Bank
median price of new houses rose
Board said the average rate for
to a record $73,600.
Through July, just 226,000 new home loans rose to 17.22 percent in
houses had been sold for the year, early July. However, rates in
down 22 percent from the same various parts of the nation now
have fallen to the 14 percent to 16
seven months of last year. And
1981 ended with only 436,000 sales. percent range.

Arafat en route to Athens;
remaining guerrillas to depart
Wearing his black and white
BEIRUT. Lebanon 1AP — PLO
chief Yasser Arafat was en route ,checked kaffiyeh headdress.
to Athens today after an emotional
Arafat vowed revenge against
Israel and the Arab nations who
departure from west Beirut, and
the remaining PLO guerrillas refused to aid his Palestine
Liberation Organization fighters
were scheduled to leave within the
while they were trapped in west
next 24 hours.
"I am leaving to continue the
Beirut by Israel's invasion army.
"The snows of Mount Hermon
struggle so that we can win the
war," Arafat told reporters Mon- were warmer than the hearts of
day before boarding the converted some of the Arab regimes:' he
Greek car ferry Atlantis.
(Continued On Page 2)
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Police and troops show
force in Warsaw streets

P41
But a handful escaped capture
and went underground.
In June, a group of five
WARSAW, Poland
AP
-underground leaders, including
Helmeted riot police and troops.
Zbigniew Bujak of the Warsaw
backed by water cannon, patrollchapter, called for a moratorium
ed the streets of Warsaw today in
on demonstrations through July.
a show of force by the martial law
The timing was geared to July V,
regime to block pro-Solidarity
the anniversary of the establishdemonstrations on the second birment of Poland's communist
thday of the suspended indepengovernment, a date on which the
dent union.
Polish communists traditionally
The deployment of government
try to announce good news.
forces Monday night and the
But Jaruzelski's announcement
restoration of vodka rationing
on July 21 did not give the
earlier in the day followed a warnunderground what it wanted. He
ing by Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski, did not lift martial law, he did not
the Polish premier. -Martial law
release the interned activists and
can be liked or disliked, but it
he did not allow Pope John Paul II
must be respected. Disturbing this
to visit his homeland for the
law will not be tolerated." he said.
recently concluded observation of
the 600th anniversary of the arFor Polish dissidents, given to
commemorating the anniver-' rival in Poland of the nation's
saries of past uprisings, today is' sacred icon, the Black Madonna of
Czestochowa.
the single most important date on
The underground leaders
the political calendar.
responded by calling for a wave of
Exactly two years ago. " the
demonstrations this month,
government agreed to the
culminating in a massive but
demands of striking workers in
peaceful protest today.
the giant Lenin Shipyard at the
It has been difficult to gauge
Baltic port of Gdansk and allowed
how much loyalty they still comthe formation of the first indepenmand among the millions of
dent union in the Soviet bloc.
Polish workers who supported
The birth of Solidarity kindled
Solidarity.
16 months of political reforms and
` At least one statement, purlabor strife- that ended last Dec.
porting to be from the Lenin
13, when Jaruzelski, by then the
Shipyard workers who helped
leader of both the Polish Comlaunch Solidarity, has called inmunist Party and the army, imstead for a conciliatory stance
posed martial law and suspended
toward the authorities. Some
the union.
sporadic demonstrations have ocThousands of Solidarity leaders
curred, but nothing on the scale
were "interned.- The most promiwhich Solidarity once
nent of them,including union chief
demonstrated.
Lech Walesa, are still confined.
By THOMAS W. NETTER
Associated Press Writer

Murray Art Guild tells
of Fall Activities here
Fall activities at the Murray Art
Guild, 103 North Sixth St., have
been announced.
Starting Tuesday, Sept. 14, at
6:30 p.m. a six-session class in
Drawing and Painting for Beginners will be taught by Dick
Jackson.
Meeting for three weeks on
Tuesday and Thursday from 6:30
to 8:30 p.m., this class will be open
at no charge to anyone who is interested. Participants will,
however, provide their own
materials.
Regular daytime painting sessions for members have already
started, scheduled at various

hours Tuesday through Friday.
On Sept. 24 and 25, the Guild will
participate in the "Festival in the
Park," sponsored by Murray
Department of Recreation. The
Murray Art Guild sponsors jointly
with TVA the annual LSI. Arts
and Crafts Festival in June.
The Guild also plans some
special lectures. open to the
public, to be announced later.
Membership in the Guild can be
either active or supportive. Information about activities and/or
membership may be obtained by
calling the Guild, 753-4059, during
afternoon hours, Tuesday through
Friday.

KAs to man telephones
during annual telethon
Members of the Kappa Alpha
Order social fraternity at Murray
State University will man student
government telephones to accepts
pledges during the Jerry Lewis
Muscular Dystrophy Telethon.
The telethon will be from 8 p.m.
Sunday to 6 p.m. Monday. The
telephone number is 762-6951.
Checks may be made payable to
the fraternity and should be mailed to Box 2032 University Station,
Murray State University, Murray.
Ky.,42071.

The KAs, who set $1,000 as its
goal, will turn over all donations
to Dennis Adams, regional MD
coordinator.
The fraternity also will sponsor
a car wash from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Thursday at Ross's Standard Station across from Sparks Hall. All
proceeds from the event also will
go to Muscular Dystrophy.
On a national scale, all Kappa
Alpha chapters help raise money
for Muscular Dystrophy.

Library to offer Spanish
conversational classes
Conversational Spanish Classes
at the Calloway County Public
Library will begin Monday, Sept.
13, at 5 p.m. They will continue on
the succeeding Mondays and
Wednesdays through October.
The eighth session, to be conducted during the first week of
November, will include a Spanish
potluck and fiesta.
For persons who attended Conversational Spanish classes last
year or anyone who already
speaks Spanish and desires to

review, a slightly advanced level
of material will be offered at the
Wednesday session.
Volunteer instructors and aides
will include professionally trained
teachers, Spanish students and
natives of Spanish speaking countries. Some of these volunteers
spent the summer in Spain and
will be sharing their experiences.
Classes are free and registration will begin on Friday, Sept. 3.
Persons may call the public
library, 753-2288, to register.

Regents...
Curris from announcing a chanIge
( Continued From Page 1
regents appointed by Gov. John Y. in his decision to desire a new conBrown, Jr_ and expresses its ap- tract from the board, no action of
preciation for their willingness to that nature is presently expected,
Morgan added.
serve the university in these difFrymire is a major generaf in
ficult times. I also wish to
acknowledge on behalf Of the the Air Force National Guard and
was adjutant general for six years
university a deep since of
gratitude to those regents who's during 4.he administrations of
unselfish response to the gover- Govs. Wendell Ford and Julian
Carroll. He is now a member of
nor's request reflect their stature
as true representatives of the the Centre , College Board of
Trustees.
public interests."
•
regent-OMThree res
•
- The 'new- hoard' - regentg-isthe -gevet-botz
-- let2
.1;:ged to meet as.i(hole -dur- Were app.':•54
ing _a retreat Sept. /8-28 at.Lake 'board Chiiirman Hon Christopher
of Murray, Bill Morgan of Benton
Barkley State Park at which time
the new members will be brought and Jere McCuiston of Trenton,
refused to resign and Brown could
more up-to-date on past.actions.
not force them out without cause
Although nothing is to prevent
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POP UP — Jay Burns with the Permian Basin Zoological Society
snares another Cynomys Ludovicianus, or better known as a prarie

Evacuation...
(Continued From Page 11
said. "The earth under Arab
regimes will soon be shaken by
Beirut's erupting volcano."
Arab governments have lent
vocal support to the idea of a

Palestinian state sought by the
PLO,- yet only Syria joined the battle against the Israeli invaders
and then backed out early in the
10-week fight. And nearly all of the
Arab states have clashed with the

Cancer...
.9

• 41

( Continued From Page 1
distribute and collect the questionnaires on a volunteer basis.
These volunteers, under the
direction of Mrs. Norma 1James
H.) Frank and Mrs. Betty
(Bailey Gore, co-chairmen of the
local study, are scheduled for a
training session at the Calloway
County Library tonight, beginning
_
at 7 p.m. They are:
Helen Bennett, Jean Cooper,
Helen Doron, Norma Hainsworth,
Mrs. Calvin Key, Sue Miller, Mrs,
Clell Peterson, Evelyn Price, Mrs.
R.H. Robbins, Jeannie Falwell
and Mrs. Gleo Grogan.
Also, Toopie Thomas, Rebecca
West, Anna Ruth Harris, Rebecca
Irvan, Martha Pitman, Mildred
Robertson, Margery Shown and
Retha Starkey.
Each will be responsible for
selecting about 15 individuals in
accordance with the study's
guidlines.
"If some of these people are a
family group, one member must
be over the age of 45,- Mrs. Erwin
said, though anyone over 30 in that
family may participate."
The volunteer workers also will
be counted on to explain and
distribute the study's four-page
questionnaire, retrieve the completed forms and to do the
necessary follow-up work.
This entails keeping track of the
families for the next six years.
Once every other year, the
volunteers will contact the family
groups and then report to ACS

Police report
two incidents
Don Gilbert, 44, 415 S. 9th St.,
was arrested Monday as a result
of a family disturbance that occurred last week.
Gilbert, who had complained of
heal problems following the
altercation, was taken to the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
where he was admitted. Following
his release from the hospital, he
was charged with first-degree
assualt.
According to a spokesman for
the Murray City Police Department, Gilbert was later released
on $10,000 bond.
In an unrelated incident, David
Joseph I.auby, 1107 Olive St., WRS
charged Monday with indecent exposure following an alleged incident at his residence last week. •
Lauby, originally from Chicago,
Ill., was reported to have exposed
himself on several occasions to
females who lived near his home,
the official documents stated.
According to a spokesman for
the Murray City Police Department, Lauby was arrested ahd
lodged in the Calloway County .Jail
under $25,000 cash bond

Clarification...
Mr. andi Mrs. Warden Gilbert
are no lon'ker the owners of the
Triangle' Inn restaurant. They
sold the facility and contents to
Josephine Wolfe in August 1981.

headquarters on their status and
whereabouts.
If and when participants die,
health statisticians will be able to
determine how their lifestyles affected their health by referring to
information in the questionnaires.
"Our workers will be part of a
dedicated nation-wide army of
more than 80,000 research
volunteers," Mrs. Erwin said,
"and we trust they will have the
cooperation of their friends,
neighbors and relatives in completely meeting our local responsibilites in this vital study."

various groups that make up the
PLO at one time or another.
The U.S.-organized evacuation
peaves about 7,500 guerrillas scattered around the Arab world and
presents the PLO with an uncertain future.
Arafat regarded the PLO's twomonth standoff against the
Israelis as a major victory. Israeli
leaders said U.S. pressure and the
desire tb 'forestall casualties
prevented them from carrying out
their threat to invade the PLO
stronghold.
In Athens, a spokesman for the
_Socialist government said the
PLO chief was scheduled to arrive
_Wednesday morning, meet with
Premier Andreas Papandreou
and depart the same day or _early
Thursday.
The spokesman, Dimitri
Maroudas, said that for security
reasons, the Atlantis might land in
a small port in Attica where
Arafat would stay in a country
hotel.
Arafat's decision to make

Greece, a non-Arab country, his
first stop outside Lebanon
underscored his anger with the
Arab world. He was expected to
travel next to the Tunisian capital
of Tunis and set up a new base.
As the 53-year-old guerrilla
chief sailed from the harbor
escorted by a U.S. 6th Fleet
frigate and a French warship,
war-torn vest Beirut struggled to
rettfrn to normakyr
Leftist militias watched silently
as the Christian-led Lebanese army deployed in strategic points,
such as the PLO's Henry Chehab
and Fakhreddin military barracks, and left the streets to police
patrols.
The PLO estimated there were
7,100-7,500 guerrillas in Beirut 10
days ago when the evacuation
31 .
started7'and •said 7,289'alreaCir"
have left along with about 3,100
Palestine Liberation Army
members. Israel has said there
were about 8,600 guerrillas
originally in Beirut.
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President Reagan, despite sniping by perennial
foes of increased military spending, got most of
what he wanted in the $178 billion defense
authorization bill approved overwhelmingly by the
Senate and House.
The $178 billion is $5.6 billion less than President
Reagan requested for fiscal 1983 but it is a sizable
boost over the $130 billion authorized for 1982.
Perennial foes of increased defense spending tried
to knock out such programs as the new MX intercontinental missile, the B-1 bomber and other
strategic weapons systems but in the end were
defeated by heavy margins in both houses.
The compromise bill did, however, eliminate
money for chemical weapons that Mr. Reagan had
wanted to start producing after a 13-year
moratorium by this country in order to offset the
massie chemical warfare program of the Soviet
Union.
The measure authorizes $86.5 billion for purchase
of more planes, ships, tanks, missiles and other
weapons, plus $23 billion for research and development, $68.8 billion for operations and maintenance,
and $152 million for civil defense.
This respresents the first sizable down payment
in the Reagan program for upgrading and modernizing our conventional and strategic forces to
make up for more than a decade of defense cutbacks which have allowed the Soviet Union to surpass this country in a number of crucial areas of
defense.
In approving the Reagan defense proposals by
such wide margins, 78 to 21 in the Senate and 251 to
148 in the House, members of Congress have the
White House the strongest support on national
defense that any administration has had in more
than 20 years.
It does appear that after decades of undercutting
national defense, the majority in Congress now is
working with President Reagan in his program for
rebuilding America's strength. This bodes well for
peace because the growingmilitary strength of this
scountry should make the risk of war unacceptable
to any possible aggressor. • •

Page study continues
The Justice Department has found no grounds for
criminal prosecution in its investigation of reported
sexual activity between members of Congress and
teen-age pages. The question of whether there has
been illegal drug dealing on Capitol Hill remains
before a federal grand jury.
This leaves Rep. Bill Alexander of Arkansas complaining that Capitol pages have received a "bum
rap." That may be the case, but some good may
come of it.
Alexander heads a commission which has been
studying the program for employment of teen-agers
to run errands for members of the House and
Senate. The commission has concluded that the
pages indeed need more supervision, and that they
should be drawn from the age group of 16 to 18 years
rather than as young as 14. Under the commission's
recommendations, the pages would be housed in a
dormitory and their recreational activities would
be under greater supervision.
Serving a few months as a Capitol page in
Washington can be an exciting and enriching experience for high school students from around the
country — if the circumstances are right. It is
regrettable that the corps of pages was touched by
rumors of scandal which now appear to be unfounded, but the experience has pointed the way to making the entire program better — and safer — for all
the youngsters who participate.

Sally Crass shares some experiences
from her six-week Egyptian study trip
•21
People I know have been to
Europe, Hawaii, Japan and various
other exotic places in the world, but I
seldom have the opportunity to visit
with one who has been to Egypt. The
land of the Pharaohs just doesn't
seem to be on the generally-traveled
tourist curcuit.
That's why I jumped at the chance
recently to visit with Sally ( Mrs.
A.B. Crass.
Back in the spring,. Sally, who
teaches home economics at Murray
High,spent 42 days in Egypt as one of
a 15-member group on a FullbrightHayes grant-funded research project
designed to gather data on modern
day Egypt. From their material will
be developed new courses for possible use in the schools. Ancient Egypt,
she pointed out, already has been
vastly explored and understood.
Three other Murrayans — all from
Murray State -- were also on the
trip: Neil Weber, who directs the
remote sensing program; Joan
Maupin, who teaches home
economics; and John Mylroie of the
College of Environmental Sciences.
Neil and John spent their time studying the climate, geography and the
river Nile and its relevency to the
modern world. Sally and Joan worked together collecting data on the
Egyptians' daily life, and, particularly, their food habits.
•••
Their itinerary carried them to all
the major cities — Cairo, Alexandria,
Luxor, Aswan, Memphis and
Ismailia, to name a few, as well as
the Suez Canal and the West Bank of
Luzor.
Sally and Joan even spent time in
two homes — that of a weaving and
spinning worker and that of a tour
guide.
They attended two weddings— one
of a maid of 20 to a man of 42. It is

•••
Fifty-two percent orEgypt's food
supply is imported,she was told.
.
Although they ate one evening in an
American-styled rast food place.
Wimpy's, they found the Egyptian
food delicious, well prepared and
tastefully served. They eat a lot of
lamb, veal, chicken, fish and beef as
well as stuffed pigeon, a delicacy.
The favorite vegetables are carrots
and zucchini.
Meats, generally, are grilled over
_an open fire, and fish is served with_

One of the highlights of her six
most evening meals. Some of it
comes from Nasser Lake and is com- weeks in Egypt was seeing the tomb
of King Tut !Tutankhamun ), the only
parable to our trout.
The government subsidizes food tomb discovered virtually undisturbprices, so everybody can afford to ed. Although all its treasures have
eat. Bread is plentiful and inexpen- been removed and are touring the
sive, costing about 2 cents a loaf in world, the death mask still was intact
on the mummy.
American money.
At Giza, she rode a camel amid the
The Egyptian money is the piaster,
one of which is equal to about 1.7 14 pyramids in the area, on of which,
cents in our U.S. money. In the way the Djoseis step pyramid, is one of
of price comparisons: Gasoline in the oldest free standing stone strucEgypt costs about 57 cents a liter; a tures in the world, being built in 2650
2.2 pound box of candy, $4; a can of B.C.
peaches, $1.19; haircut, 30 cents;
At Cheops, she visited the Great
shave 20 cents; and 1 12-pound dress- Pyramid, over 4,000 years old and
ed chicken $1.60.
covering 13 acres. The manner in
Some Americans, I know, wouldn't which its huge pieces of limestone
like this: Liquor is taxed 400 percent. and granite were brought up the Nile
Canned goods also are heavily taxed. from distant Aswan and put into
A can of Coca Cola, for example, place is even today an engineering
costs about $1.55, while Coke in a bot- miracle.
tle costs only 25 cents.
At Luxor, she went into Karnak
Ten percent of Egypt's food supply temple, whose main hall has 134 colis imported through the port of Alex- umns and encompasses 50.000 square
andria, a city of 100,000 people. In feet. Nearby is the obelisk of Queen
1977, Sally was told, the ,.average Hatshepsut, one piece of pink granite
waiting time for ships to be unloaded 97 feet tall from the Aswan quarries.
at Alexandria was 23 days. Today,
•••
with advanced technology, this has
been reduced to an average of 2.3
Sally can spend hours telling about
days.
her trip, showing the things she
•••
brought home and recalling where
Sally and Joan also wanted to learn and how she found them — the egghow the Egyptians spend their sized piece of polished alabaster, her
leisure .time. Sporting clubs were woven tablecloth, the carpet woven
prominent, and they spent an entire for her while she was there, the glass
day at one. There-the Egyptians play pitchers blown while she waited,'tfie
soccer, tennis, basketball, squash leather houseshoes and her name
and other sports or just sit and talk. printed in Arabic on papyrus, to
Light food is served out under trees. name a few.
As many as 4,000 young people
We'll have it all one of these days,
belong to one of these clubs.
once she finishes her report and conFew people go to Egypt, though, solidates her material with that of
without visiting Ancient Egypt — the the others. It was gratifying.
Valley of the Kings and Queens, once however, was to learn that the Egypcalled ancient Thebes and where the tians love Americans.
tombs of 64 Pharaohs have been
That's a rarity in the world today,
particularly in the Middle East,. ..
discoyered. Sally was no exception.

looking back
Ten years ago
A 3,200 square foot Armory
Building will be built north of Murray
to house the local reserve unit of U.S.
Army 100th Division, according to a
report from James Johnson, executive secretary of Murray
Chamber of Comfnerce.
Deaths reported include Newton
Cannon Warren, 82, and Mrs. Ivan
Maggie Guthrie, 84.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Fisher, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Heim and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. William Ethridge, all
of-Aug. 27.
Vickie Sanders, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Willis R. Sanders, and Roy
Keith Knight, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Knight, were married at Coldwater Baptist Church.
Alice Crawford, Butch Gardner,
Sandra Hargrove and John McKee,
all of Murray, are members of Murray State University Marching
Thoroughbred Band.

A male domain
Do women trail men in the field of mathematics?
Well, the answer to that controversial question apparently is— yes and no.
A researcher has concluded that women are just
as capable as men in math but that their skills are
not • developed becaue society expects them to
develop other and more diverse abilities.
David Maines, a Northwestern University
sociologist who studied college students for two
years, put to rest the idea of male superiority in
math.
He said that earlier conclusions that men are
genetically superior to women in mathematics are
absurd.
"Math continues to be a male domain becaue of
socialization processes, patterns of influence, occupation and educational values and the capacity to
be single-minded," Maines said.
What it all adds up to, apparently, is that while
women may be just a competent as men at
mathematics, they'd rather use their talents in othr
_fields.

by john cunniff
business mirror
Small farmers, businessmen suffer with financial problems
They know their minds, too, and .from Camdenton, Mo., who added:
NEW YORK (AP) — The letter
they aren't reluctant to share a piece "All the tax cuts in the world won't
was from a business consultant in
help this problem. Loosen the money
of them, which they often do in writDawson Springs, a town in
supply and you'll see a much
ten comments accompanying the
southwestern Kentucky. "We deal
healtheir economy."
survey questions.
closely with many farmers and
Inability to collect bills also seemFrom Pasadena, Texas: "1. Insmall-businessmen and they are both
terest rates — horrible. 2. Quality of ed especially troublesome.
in desperate financial condition," it
The comments can't be dismissed
available sales help • — woefully inread.
ferior. 3. Lots of available bodies but a's mere grumblings. Not when so
From El Paso, Texas, came
no one wants to work! 4. Cannot com- many businesses are going under.
another letter. "I am being wiped out
pete with large sales organizations in
by high interest rates," the writer
same field because they are content
said. And from York Springs, Pa.. a
to operate on 5 percent margin of probusiness person wrote: "My costs
fit due to the fact that salesmen are
are going up And sales are going
just order takers and can't really
down."
sell!"
A business person in Grand
Comments such as these in the
Rapids, Mich., wrote to say that
By Ken Wolf
latest survey, made during the first
"The housing and building material
Where is man's place? Between the
week
of
July,
provide
an
insight
intO
industry is all but destroyed
stars and the microbes, man finds his
the troubles of small businesS, and
here,. material purchasing at a
niche in the physical universe.
perhaps
give
an
also
why
indication
trickle due to job insecurity and inLoren Eisley, the man of scissl_
Washington
has
modified its
terest rates. Believe me,our industry
and poetry, put it this way in
economic policies.
nationwide l has about 90 days left
book. The Invisible Pyramid 1970):
"Unlese interest rates go down
and then no one will be able to buy
There is an eye atop Palomar
materially my business will be
and pay. It's a damn shame!!
Mountain Calif.) that peers at
shot!" wrote a Dallas business perHELP!!!"
fleeing galazies so remote that
son. "Something must be done with
Every three months the National
eons have elapsed since the
interest rates," said a writer from
ependent Business.
Federation of
light which reaches that great
Yucaipa. Calif. -I am in no way gosurveys a croWsection of its more
lens-began its journey. There is
ing to stick my neck out for a loan ivthan 500,000 members, all of whom•
another -eye, that of the elec.
anything if I can get along without
consider themselves to be in that ubiAron microscope, which peers
doing it. These interest' rates just
quitous category "small business."
deep into our own being. Both
have to come down," said a corWhatever.their business, memktrk
eyes are. important. They are
VOMbilatt
tromCaquille,
OK'
theiatt
in
front
lines
are at the
eyes of understanding"rhey.
"I can't produce adequate profits
the economy. They mange their afbalance and steady each other.
when
customers
refuse
to
buy
the
handling
°Hen
fails closely,
They give our world perspec-.
_
because
of
interest
rate44,1-ean4aven
know
their
books themselves. They
tiva; they place man where he
pay
the
much
higher
rates
I
now
face
customers. They know their corn,belones.
with lowered profits," said a writer
munities.
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customary, she explained, for the
Egyptian groom to be much older
that the bride. Too, it is the groom's
family which pays the wedding expenses. The bride's family is responsible only for the engagement party.
Sally found the Egyptian people to
be warm, generous and that they
"sincerely love the American people." They are anxious, she said, to
tell about and show the progresss
their country has made in its industry and technology.
Surrounded by souvenirs and
mementos she brought home, she
'threw back her head and laughed
when she said, "And you haven't lived until you've been to a Egyptian
bazaar." She had the opportunity to
visit one of largest.
There spirited bartering is a way of
life, and the best way to come up with
something you really want is to
decide the highest price you are willing to pay for it and stick to it when
the bargaining gets to that figure.
One of her most treasured mementos is a gold, medallion-like thing
with. her name hand-tooled in
hieroglyphics, the symbol language
of the Pharaohs. It took 10 days to be
delivered. She was wearing it,
suspended from a gold necklace, during our visit.
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Twenty years ago
Bobby Dodd, 14, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Dodd and freshman at
Calloway County High School, has
been selected to represent this area
on a . youth talent review to be
telecast live on WREC-TV. Memphis,
on Sept. 1.
John Sanderson, son of mr. and
Mrs. Voris Sanderson, will show
slides of summer mission work as
evangelist with Mountain Youth
Team in Eastern Kentucky at
Memorial Baptist Church Sunday
evening.
Dr. Ralph Crouch, son- of Mr. and
Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch, Lynn Grove,
recently attended an International •
Mathematics meeting in Stockholm,
Sweden. He is from Las Cruces, N.M.
Murray High School will play Trigg
County in football tonight in Trigg
County's new stadium named in
memory of Paul Perdue. a native of
Murray who!led last year. He was
principal at Trigg County at the time
of his death.
Thirty years ago
Thomas Overcast, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bryan Overcast, is a fireman on
USS Libra. AKAl2, recently docked
at Baltimore, Md.
A feature story on Boone Laundry
& Cleaners. started June 28, 1931 with
four employees, now with 28
employees at location at Fifth and
Maple Streets, is published. O.B.
Boone is owner.
Mrs. B.F. Scherffius presented a
program at meeting of Magazine
Club at home of Mrs. E.A. Tucker
with Mrs. L.R. Putnam as hostess.
Will Mac Jones. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Carros Jonei, is attending the
University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Showing at Varsity Theatre is Marjorie Main and Percy Kilbride in
-Ma and Pa Kettle At the Fair."
:
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Mullen and Gingles vows said
Miss Tamara Ann
Mullen and Ralph P.
Gingles were married
Friday, July 23, at Lone
Oak United Methodist
Church.
The Rev. Joseph Butler
officiated, Music was
presented by Mrs. Mary
Jane Runge, pianist and
soloist, and Miss Karen
Meadows, pianist, both of
Paducah.
Parents of the bride are
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
IKayo) Mullen of Lone
Oak. She is the granddaughter of Eddie Mullen
of Los Angeles, Calif.,
Mrs. Miami Mullen and
Mrs. Mary Denison. both
of Paducah, and the late
Bert Richards.
The groom is the son of
Mrs. Virginia June
Gingles of Nashville.
Tenn., and the late Ralph
P. Gingles. He is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Gingles of Murray
and the late Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Suiter.
The bride
The bride wore a formal white gown of taffeta
completed overlaid in
floral Chantilly lace. Her
fitted bodice featured a
Queen Ann neckline accented with seed pearls
and lusters. Long full lace
sleeves formed drop cuffs
at the wrists.
Her full skirt fell from
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph P. Gingles
an empire waistline encircled in a band of lace colors with white lace graduate of Murr.ay State
David Lipscomb College
—add was 'fashioned with overlay. The dresses fell College with bachelor
a
of and Abilene Christian
rows of organza ruffles on floor. length with puff science degree, in
College. He is a farmer in
the skirt and train. A key- sleeves and .the fitted chemistry.
Calloway County.
hole opening adorned the bodices featured square
The groom, a graduate
The new Mr. and Mrs.
gown's back and extend- necklines. Each carried a of Hillsboro High School,
Gingles are residing in
ed a lace panel into a full single rainbow colored Nashville, attended
Murray.
chapel train.
silk rose with baby's
Her veil of white bridal breath.
illusion fell from a
The groom chose his
camelot cap covered in brother. Chris Gingles. as
lace. seed - pearls and best man. Groomsmen
lusters. Chantilly lace were Mark Gingles,
A two-day champion- against .the fifth seeded
matching that of her Nashville, brother of the
gown edged the length of groom, Cris Arnold, ship tennis tournament team of Rainey Apperson
the veil. She carried a Nashville, and Danny has been planned at the and Janna Hughes.
On the No. 2 court will
bouquet of multi-colored Mullen of Lexington, Murray Country Chlb for
the ladies playing in the be the No. 3 seeded team
roses.
brother of the bride.
Miss Tina Mullen servCandlelighters and club's Class A doubles of Lynn Stout and Andrea
Hogancamp against the
ed her sister as maid of ushers were Tommy Bog- competition.
sixth seeded team of Joni
honor. Bridesmaids were gess and Tripp Furches.
Scheduled for Thurs- Billington and Patsy
Miss Charlene Reeves, both of Murray.
day, Sept. 2, and Thurs- Miller.
Miss Carol Freeman and
Reception
day. Sept. 9, the pairings
Scheduled for the No. 3
Miss Tana Metzger.
A reception followed in
The attendants wore the fellowship hall of the were made by draw. The court will be the No. 2
first
day
winners
will
be
seeded team of Jenny Sue
taffeta gowns of rainbow church.
matched against each
Serving were Miss Nan- other for the second day's Smock and Emmy Ed7 09925 2 00 Sat ,Sun
cy Hershey, Miss Pat play with the final, cham- wards against seventh
Thompson and Miss pionship match to be seeded Nancy Whitmer
and Sharron Brown.
ROBIN WILLIAMS , Susan Alvey.
played at a date yet to be
On the No. 4 court will
Miss Karen Meadows determined.
be the fourth seeded team
attended the guest
413114 THE WORLD
II CI
Playing Thursday on of Judy Carroll and Patsy
register.
..
GTOr
0
The bride, a 1978 the No. 1 court will be the Oakley against the No. 8
72,
graduate of Lone Oak No. 1 seeded team of seeded team of Sue
'High School, is a 1982 Peggy Billington and Overbey and Jeanetta
Brenda Marquardt. Williams.
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Corduroy culottes and
ruffled shirt by Thomson are
right in pace with the
ok and the spirit of the
igason. It's in that Thomson
tradition that keeps a
brisk step ahead of
what's new and fresh.
Wittily styled to turn
heads and win
admiring glances.
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Persons visit in area residents'homes
By MRS. R.D. KEY
The Rev. and Mrs.
Aug. 9, 1982
Jerry Lee visited . his
Mr, and Mrs. Jackie grandmother, Mrs.
Smith and children, Howard Lee, on ThursMegan and Clint, of day.
Louisville attended the
Mrs. Joe Lewis and
funeral of his grand- daughter of Long Island,
mother. Mrs. Mary Smith N.Y., visited Mr. and
of Paris, Tenn. Megan Mrs. Herbert Orr Tuesstayed for a few days day.
with her grandparents.
Miss Tabitha Lee spent
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald a few days this week with
Holley.
her grandparents, the
Telus Orr was a patient Rev. and Mrs. Warren
in Henry County General Sykes, while her parents,
Hospital, Paris, last the Rev. and Mrs. Jerry
week. His wife stayed Lee, were in a revival at
with him there. His other Birds Creek Baptist
visitors included Mr. and Church and the week
Mrs. Herbert Orr, Mr. before at Shady Grove
and Mrs. J.B. Orr, Mrs. Baptist Church. He was a
Opal Kennedy and Mr. former pastor at Shady
and Mrs. Rickie Orr.
Grove.
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris
Carnol Boyd was
dismissed from Henry Wilson attended the
County Hospital, Paris. funeral of Buford Crittendon in Martin, Tenn., on
He had pneumonia.
Miss Sylvia Kuykendall Friday.
had eye surgery at Henry
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
County Hospital Wednes- Hopkins and son, Mike, of
day. She • is recovering Chicago spent last week
with Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
well at home.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr Hopkins of Paris and
visited Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mrs. Ruby owen of
Wyatt of Nashville, Puryear, Tenn.
Tenn., Friday and SaturMr. and Mrs. Odell
Hopkins and children,
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Kenny, Kim and Kurk of
Wilson visited Mrs. Ola Ohio have been visited
Morris and Mrs. Myrtle Mr. and Mrs.— Rufus
Vandyke of Murray on Hopkins of Paris and
Tuesday. They carried Mrs. Ovie Wilson in Paris
them some fresh* ;Manor. Other visitors in
— to see Mrs. Wilson on Sun-tomatoes.
Mrs. Susan Lee visited day were Mr. 'and Mrs.
Mrs. Tommy Veazey and Mabern Key:
new baby boy at MurrayThe Rev. and Mrs.
Calloway County Glynn Orr and children,
Hospital on Thursday.
Rickie and Bryan, were

Steele-Rogers vows
Championship tennis to be said
on Friday
tournament planned

r

Miirray Ledger & Times

Plans have been cornpleted_bx Ms Tammy
Lynn Steele and Barry
Keith Rogers for ,their
wedding on Friday. Sept.
3. Parents of the couple
are Mr. and Mrs. Barry
L. Steele and Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Rogers.
The vows will be exchanged at 7:30 p.m. at
Coldwater Baptist
Church. The Rev. Jimmy
Madding will officiate at
the double -ring
ceremony.
A program of music
will be presented by Ms.
Janet Finney, pianist.
Miss Steele has chosen
her sister, Mrs. Tina
Eaker, as her matron of
honor. Bridesmaids will
be Miss Tracy Lee Steele,
sister of the bride-elect,
and Mrs. Peggy Ayres,

sister of the groom-elect.
Miss Tiffany Leigh
Eaker, niece of the brideelect, will be flower girl.
The groom-elect has
chosen Mark Rogers, his
brother, as his best man.
Groomsmen and ushers
will be Craig Rogers and
Kelly Rogers, also
brothers of the groomelect.
Todd Hill, Madison
Heights, Mich., cousin of
the bride-elect, will serve
as ringbearer.
Presiding at the
register table will be Ms.
Donna Maynard.
A reception will follow
at the Holiday Inn, Murray.
All friends innd
relatives are invited to attend the ceremony and
the reception..

dinner guests of Mrs.
Jessie Paschall on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. James
Grooms visited Mr. and
Mrs. Hafford Cooper on
Sunday afternoon. Mr.
and Mrs. Cooper have
been ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Farley of South Haven.
Miss., visited. Mr. and
Mrs. Cooper Jones over
the weekend.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins

spent a few days last
week with her daughter.
Mrs. Hilda Orr,
Mrs. Myrtle Vandyke
visited Mr. and Mrs. Morris. Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
Orr, Bertie Jenkins and
Jewel Key in Puryear on
Tuesday.
The Rev, and Mrs.
Terry Sills and Mrs. Myrtle Vandyke visited Mr.
and Mrs. Bennett Fortune in Paducah Tuesday
afternoon.
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Woman's Club will
meet on Thursday

FL

SEI
What
row be'.
stars sl
given fo

The Murray Woman's Lavaughn Wells as direcClub will open the 1982-82 tor will present a special
club year with a visit by program of
music. The
Mrs. Thomas N.- general club
recently
t Phoebe) McCoy, Jr.,
presented a donation to
president of the Kentucky the singers
toward exFederation of Women's penses for
their trip to
Clubs.
Austria in July 1983.
Mrs. McCoy will speak
All members and inat the meeting to be terested persons
are inThursday, Sept. 2, at 7 vited and urged to
attend
p.m. at the club house on the general meeting
on
Vine Street, according to Thursday.
Mrs. Lloyd Boyd, president, and Mrs. Hamp W.
Brooks, first vice president.
Best-selling CountryThe state officer from
Western records of the
Catlettsburg, is a
-week based on Cashbox
member of the Heritage
Magazine's nationwide
Woman's Club of the
survey include the followeightl4distrieVin thestate
ing:
of .Kentucky. She served
1. "Fool Hearted
as vice governor and
,Memory," George Strait
governor of her district
2. -I'm Gonna Hire a
before serving the past
Wino to Decorate Our
two years as first vice
Home," David Frizzell
president of KFWC.
3. "Love Will Turn You
Mrs. McCoy has attendAround," Kenny Rogers
ed 12 consecutive GFWC
4. "Women Do Know
International Conven- How
to Carry On,"
tions,. eight,,Southeastern Waylon Jennings
Conferences, . 18 KFWC
5. "Ain't No Money,"
conventions; and-19 .Rosanne Cash
d
meetings..
6."I'm Not That Lonely
She is owner of Mc- Yet," Reba McEntire
Coy's Ceramics and Anti7. "Heavenly Bodies."
ques. She and her hus- Earl Thomas Conley
band have two children.
8. "She's Not Really
She also is active in Cheatin'," Moe
Bandy
school and church ac9. "She Got the
tivities.
Goldmine," Jerry Reed
The Calloway Chamber
10. "Dancing Your
Singers from Calloway Memory Away,"
Charly
County High School with McClain
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Drive against alcohol abuse
by teenagers planned for fall
WASHINGTON I AP —
The Reagan administration will launch a drive
this fall against alcohol
abuse by teenagers,
Health and Human Services Secretary Richard
S. Schweiker said.

-The grim fact is that
8,000 teens and young
adults die in drinkingrelated accidents every
years. Another 40,000 suffer injuries," Schweiker
said.
"The killing must be
stopped," he declared in
a speech to 300 people at
the Alcohol and Drug
Problems Association's
annual meeting.
President Reagan
recently formed a commission to seek ways to
curb drunken driving.
Schweiker said that
while the problems of
teenage drug abuse came
to light in the late 1960s
and early 1970s, it is.only
"recently
that we've
learned how serious a
problem alcohol abuse is
among teenagers."
"More than 75 percent
of America's youth drink
by the age of 16. Among
high school seniors, 60
percent drink once a
month and 25 percent do
so once a week," he said.
"Half of high schoolers
drink in cars. Almost one
in' four drive after drinking." he said.
Between 1974 and 1978,
the proportion of
teenagers who abuse
alcohol — usually defined
as drinking until intoxicated or to the point that
causes problems in home
or school — jumped from
3 percent to 38 .percent
among boys and from 5
percent to 26 percent
among girls.
The Reagan administration last year
folded funds for alcohol
and drug abuse treatment and prevention into
a block grant to states."
But Schweiker assured
the experts at the
,meeting. that the administration remains
committed to federal
research financing.
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Bret Daniel Jackson born

Lynda Carol Curtis born

Mr. and Mrs. David E. Jackson, Rt. 3, Mayfield,
are the parents of a son, Bret Daniel. born Thursday, Aug. 19, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
The mother, the former Donna Britt, is on leave
from K-Mart, Mayfield. The father is employed at
General Tire and Rubber Co., Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Britt,
Mrs. Ruble Johnson and the late Marvin Jackson,
all of Wino:

imes

qes

Family reunion Sunday

Ays last
aughter,

The Howard-Brown Family Reunion will be Sunday, Sept. 5, at the first pavilion on the right after
entrance to Murray-Calloway County Park. A
covered dish luncheon will be served about 1 p.m.
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Horoscope

Hospital lists
dismissals

Mr and Mrs. David Curtis, Box 117, Bardwell,
are the parents of a daughter. Lynda Carol,
weighing six pounds 11 ounces, measuring 20 inches, born Sunday, Aug. 29. at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah. The mother, the former Nancy
Holland, is on leave from Kentucky Rehabilitation
Services. The father is attorney for Carlisle County.
Grandparents are Wyvan Holland, Memphis,
Tenn., Mrs. Ruth Holland, Calvert City, James B.
Curtis, LaCenter, and the late Lou Mamie Curtis.
Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Holland, Murray, Mrs. Amanda Clayton, Calvert
City, and Clint Curtis, LaCenter.

Tennis play Friday
Group B, Section Two, of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club will play Friday, Sept. 3, at 9 a.m.
at the club.
The lineup will be as follows: Court One - Vicki
Miller, Gayle Foster, Janie Ryan and Frances
Hulse; Court Two - Agnes Payne, Cathy Mattis.
Pat Greer and Janice Howe; Court Three - Leisa
Faughn, Vicki Baker, Norma Frank and Annette
Alexander; Court Four - Marilyn Adkins, Mug
Rigsby, Judy Latimer and Barbara Malinauskas.

A newborn admission
and dismissals from the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital fo- Tuesday.
Aug. 24. have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Cara Myers and baby
girl, Rt. 2, Benton.
Trigg County High School Alumni Picnic will be
Frames Drake
Saturday, Sept. 4, at 6 p.m. at Trigg County School
Dismissals
FOR WEDNESDAY,
Robin D. Cunningham Cafeteria. An auction with items to be brought by
SEPTEMBER 1,1982
and baby girl, A29 Fox those attending will be conducted with proceeds to
What kind of day will tomor- Meadows; Deborah
M. go to the Roy McDonald Scholarship fund.
row be? To find out what the Housden, Rt.
Mrs. Francis Thomas DeName, president, urges
2, Hazel;
stars say, read the forecast Shirley I.
Moryl, Rt. 4,. all guests to attend and to bring a covered dish for
given for your birth sign.
Benton; Sandra M. Ban- the picnic supper.:
dy, 201 1 2 North Eighth St.
gypfm
a"..i
ARIES
Leeanne P. Bridwell,
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19
H8 Murray Manor; MarFriends may be touchy now ty M. Patterson,
Annual homecoming of Land Between the Lake's
Box
and quick to feel slighted. Be 1 182, Paris,
Tenn.: will be Sunday, Sept. 5, the day before Labor Day,
willing to help out, but don't Shirley
Billington, 1305 at the Walter Bilbrey Place, across from the Buflet others drain you of your South
16th St.; Joyce falo Pasture.
energy.
This includes everyone from LBI. Community of
Keeling, Rt. 7, Mayfield;
TAURUS
ts€4
7. Janice Johnsonius, 305 E. Model, Blue Springs, Nevils Creek. Tharpe,
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Concentrate on what has to Wood, Paris, Tenn.; Crockett's Creek and Bethlehem. and any others
be done now for job success. Codie C. Cochrum, Rt. 2, who desire to attend. A basket dinner will be served
about 12:45 p.m.
Do one thing at a time and Mayfield.
don't take on more than you Milton E. Jones, Box
443; Monica Griffin, Rt. ,
can handle.
- 2; Thelma V. Farley, n6
GEMINI
Fox Meadows; Dell
(May 21 toJune 20)
It'snot• what you sa'37, but Swift,702 Riles Ct.; Tee- • A presentation of art and -13 -mixed'-' media
how you say it that counts. The Pie Cblson, 203 North 16th works by student John works which are conwrong tone of voice could St.; Orpha Grogan, Rt. 3. Bradley of Murray is on structed of a number
of
undermine your efforts to be Elbert T. Alexander, display through Sept. 5 in different materials
such
Box 22, Puryear, Tenn.: the gallery on the lower
understood.
as handmade paper,
CANCER
Etta Dick,'Rt. 6; Milton level of the University wood, and
paint.
(June 21 to July 22) 11211"r4-0 C. Outland, Rt. 3; Viginia Center at Murray State
Bradley is a senior art
Women of Oaks Coun- •
It's best to stick to routine L. Douglas, 1502 Johnson; Univer'Sity.
•
major
at
Murray
State.
t
Club will .1a !elf and •
tasks now. Avoid taking risks, William F. Futrell exThe show consists of.
especially in financial mat- pired Rt. 1, Almo.
two large oil paintings
• This following restaurants have agreed to donate their coffee proceeds
ters. Extravagance could get
•
Thursday, Sept. 2, to St. Jude Children's Research Hospital:
out of hand.
•
SAMMON'S BAKERY
LUBI & REBA'S
• BOSTON TEA PARTY
LEO
SEVEN SEAS
McDONALDS
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 414.1
• DAKOTA FEED & GRAIN
‘
4
- An exhibition of art in the east and west
Sitt LOIN STOCKADE
Loved ones will pull out all work by
GATTI'S
MR.
DRUTHER'S
•
wings
of
the upper
Murray State
Tw.JEN'SDBytk,sR-B-Q
the stops in,talks today. Stick University
PAGLIAI'S
FOLLOW
THROUGH
.
DELI
gallery.
students will
•
to the facts and do nothing to
PIZZA HUT
GODFATHER'S PIZZA
be on display in the upper
bring out others' temperaWESTERN SIZZLIN
RIB SHACK
• JERRY'S
The private collections
level of the Clara Eagle
ments.
*Other
DEVANTII,
BENTLEY'S,
CORRAL
made
donations
GOLDEN
by
and
of
Gallery of the Price
Dennis Horn,
VIRGO
•The above restaurants and Epsilon Sigma Alpha will appreciate your
Doyle Fine Arts Center Louisville senior, and
Aug. 23 to Sept. Ul
Ann Rubsam, Owensboro
•patronage.
An antisocial attitude could throug h Oct.5.
•
cause trouble with others. Be The drawings and senior, will be featured in
Contributions to St. Jude Hospital may be made by mailing a check (made
'
cordial, especially with co- sculptures of Dave the center display area.
•out to ESA for St. Jude Hospital) to Home Federal Sayings & Loan Assoc.,
workers. Do your duties quiet- Phillips, Calvert City The collection will consist
"
"
WITh Garlic Bread
•
e P.O. Box 1111, Murray KY
senior, and Dan of ceramics.,
ly.
Salad 59' Extra
•S'S......
in
Hargrove, Hayti, Mo., photography, and several
-,• OOOOO ••••••••
LIBRA
Inside Dining Only
Free Refills On Drinks
senior, will be displayed mixed media pieces.
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
You're serious-minded and
will be easily annoyed by Recipe for strawberry punch released
99 Special For Kids
vsktpr
frivolity. Children &slid get on
.V I ‘,1
By CECILY
Sandwich Loaf
Green
your nerves. Try to remain paBROWNSTONE
Salad
Central
Shopping
Chocolate
Wednesday 11AM-10PM
Center
tient.
AP Food Editor
10 CM 1 eV this er'iji Ione IN Mrs phte
Angelfood Coffee
Hwy 641 N & Arcadia
SCORPIO
N
EEDLEWO
MAN
BRIDAL
SHOWER
Strawberry
Punch
Mon., Tues., Sat. 9-6
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
1-pound package whole
A conscientious attitude Strawberry Punch Nuts
Wed., Thur., Fri. 9-8
sweetened
enables you to deal with Princess
frozen
Sun 1-5
will
REGISTRY??"
BRIDAL
"WHAT'S
A
Ses
tour
strawberries
domestic problems that arise
LONDON
offered
service
Sale
Good
(
AP
Through
)
a
Registry
free
Gift
is
Bridal
The
One 4-5ths quart bottle
now, but the idiosyncrasies of
Princess Anne, the 32- dry white wine. chilled
to the bride that gives you the opportunity to list
others may be trying.
Saturday Sept. 4
year-old daughter of
the items you wont and need! It gives your friends
SAGITTARIUS
Two 4-5ths quart bottles
Queen Elizabeth II, will domestic champagne,
Nov.22 to Dec. 21) 3Ief
present
they know
and family a chance to give a
//r
Don't let others trifle with tour six African countries chilled
you have selected. By using the register; you will
your feelings. Communica- and one Middle East naDefrost berries until
also avoid gifts that are not comparable with your
tions may be marred by tion from Oct. 22 to Nov. they may be separated
life style and you won't have to return
displays of temperament. Be 12, Buckingham Palace but are still icy-cold; turn
duplications.
level-headed for success.
announced.
into a punch bowl The ideal time for a bride to register is right
CAPRICORN
As president of the about 4-quart capacity;
after you become engaged. At that time, the
Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
iI
Save the Children Fund, add the wine. Pour in
register will be a helpful guide for guests who'll be
Though you'll obtain the princess will visit
champagne; stir with
purchasing gifts for your engagement parties and
recognition, there still could Djibouti, Kenya, Malawi,
ladle. Serve at once in
showers.
be disagreements about Somalia, Swaziland and
punch cups or chamTo register look at what is available to you and
bonuses, commissions or Zimbabwe in Africa, and
pagne
glasses.
Makes
24
raises in salary.
think about what you will be needing in your new
the Yemen Arab servings - 3 fluid ounces
AQUARIUS
home. Don't make a hasty decision - take
Republic.
each.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
brochures with pictures home and review what you
Honor a commitment to sohave seen. If you already have .o home - take
meone afar. Others are too
scraps of wallpaper point or carpet samples to
self-concerned to be amenable
help match colors. Don't be embarrassed to ask
to your suggestions. Still, be
questions - sales clerks in our specialty shop will
5.1
cooperative.
be eager to assist and have been trained to give
PISCES
knowledgeable advice.
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20(
When planning parties showers or teas let the
Don't let others nag you, but
still try your best to catch up
hostesses know where you hove mode your
Boys
with unfinished tasks. Privacy
selections. They can help spread the word to
allows you to" accomplish
Girls
invited guests.
more than usual.
After receiving gifts, don t forget your Thank
You notes. Let everyone know that you received
Cash
Price $11.90
YOU BORN TODAY are Reg $1 4 00 .
their gift and how much it means to yau because more inclined to the profes13.60
Reg $1600..
from them.
came
sions than business. You have
Whatever you select to register will set the tone
""16.15
original ideas and are a good Reg $19.00
that reflects youritrsonalities in your new home. r
promoter. However, you must
THAT REGULARLY SELLS FOR $2.99 YARD OR.MORE
20.40
Remember re. maintain a sense'of harmony and
learn to finish what you start. Reg $24 00
am aft
Furnishings ondp ,
'choosing
balance
your
when
You do well in business for Reg $28 00
tat
23.80
haw
NOT JUST A
EVERT
accessories. If your furnishings ;aye .a unified°
yourself, but your greatest
•
SELECTED
FEW
con,
success conies when you
spaces
small
sense of style and color even
YARD
FABRIC ITEMS ON SALE
widen your sphere of interests
• OP FABRIC
hovev big decorating,impact. Use our Bridal Gift
THAT MAY NOT FIT YOUR
to include a concern for the
NEEDS'
PRESENT
Registry at every chance for any help you may
IN OUR
WE ARE SELLING general welfare. Then, you'll Murray
Reg. - Cash Price
need are here for just that purpose!
•
EVERY YARD OF
STORE
rise to a position of leadership Calloway
We hope that this article ond those in the
$42.00 - $32.00
ON
FABRIC
in politics, government and
following weeks will help you to onsiver the
IN OUR-STORE-AT
$43.00 - $33.00
SALE
public service. You like to be Kentucky questions
THAT PIEGULAPLV
have concerning dinnerware
91" OFF
number one in your field and
FOR .
OUR REGULAR
table op tryeonudsmay
shouldn't let materialistic COO• ,SELLS
$2.98 YR,
Open 96 Mon Sat. • 9•03 Fri.
LOW PRICES
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L
• -,•••-t.-1,7-7
WM VA
siderationg keep -you from
- .•-- •
•
PI MO
ahe IWO
developing your individuality.
-If"' you have comments of
121 By Pass
Birthdate
: Rocky Marquestions. we would iif;
ciano, boxer;_ Lily Tomlin.,
753-4541
ni
preciate hearing ham you.Vit
AV
if Shopping Center coedader
comedienne; and Edgar Rice
'
Cakohitaon a Fosheoras
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Tuesday, Aug. 31
Wednesday,Sept 1
Thursday,Sept 2
Thursday,Sept. 2
Membership drive of bridge at 9 30 e in
Moose will meet at 8 p rii
Mothers' Da) Out will
Murray Civic Music
Ladies day golf play at lodge hall
be at 9 a in at. First BapAssociation will continue
will start at 9 am at
tist Church
at downtown branch of
Civitan Club will meet
Bank of Murray For in- Murray Country Club
at 7 p m at Joe's Family
Top eight records
formation call 753-0711
Thursday,Sept. 2
Restaurant
Kathleen Jones Group
Alcoholics Anonymous
listed
for the week
will meet at 8 p.m in of First Baptist Church
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
will
„4rieet
at 6 p.m. at of Beta Sigma
western portion of
Best-selling records of
Phi will
Livestock and Eimosition Seven Seas Restaurant
meet at 7.30 p.m at Ellis the week based on
Center.
Cashbox Magazine's naCenter.
Murray Woman's Club
tionwide survey include
Phebian Sunday School with
Mrs. Thomas N. McPreceptor Omicron the following:
Class. First Baptist Coy,
Jr., state president Chapter
1. "Abracadabra," The
of Beta Sigma
Church. Opal Howard. as speaker
and music by Phi will meet
at 7:30 p.m. Steve Miller Band
teacher, will have a
Calloway Chamber at
2. "Eye of the Tiger,"
Arts Annex of
salad/casserole supper at Singers will
be at 7 p.m Calloway
Public Library Survivor
home of Marilyn Forrest at club
house.
3. "Hard to Say I'm
at 6:30p.m.
Sorry," Chicago
Membership
drive
of
Murray-IMPS ( take off
Garden Department of
4. -You Should Hear
pounds sensibly ) Club Murray Woman's Club Murray Civic Music
How She Talks About
will meet at 7 p.m. at will meet at 1 p.m at club Association will continue
at downtown branch of You," Melissa ManHealth Center_
house.
Bank of Murray. For in- chester
Bethel Baptist Bible
5. :'Hold Me." Fleetformation call 753-0711.
School Night of Cub
Study will meet at 6 p.m.
wood Mac
at home of David and Scout Pack 76. boys, ages
6. "Take It Away,"
Senior citizens ac8 to 10, will be at 7 p.m. at tivities
Aleshia Cunningham.
will be from 10 Paul McCartney
North Elementary a.m. to 2
7. "Vacation," Go-Go's
p.m. at Hazel
Faculty Chamber School.
8. "Wasted on the
and Douglas Centers and
Music Recital will begin
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Way," Crosby, Stills 81
at 8 p.m. in Farrell
Murray Women of
Nash
Recital Hall, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University.
Wedni,Sept. 1
Membership drive of
Murray Civic Music
Association will continue
at downtown branch of
Bank of Murray. For information call 753-0711.
Murray -Calloway
County Ministerial
Association will meet at
8:30 a.m. in cafeteria of
Hospital.
MCC
make
ioday.
Count will
meet at 1:30 p.m. in third
floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.__ _
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open frm
CALLOWAY COUNTY 4-Hers modeled their sewing projects in the annual 4-H
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- Fashion Revue. The girls received training for modeling from Jean
Clear and
tivities by senior citizens.
Paulette Wilferd, Marcia Koenecke, beauty consultant, presented a lesson on
Cherry dorner Baptist skin care. Kim Twigg was narrator for the event. Participants were i left to
Church Mission Groups right ( front row, Denese Cunningham, Jennifer Price, Mary Ann Todd. LaDawn
are scheduled to meet at Cook, Becky Freeze, Christi Smith, Christina Todd, back row, Dana Cunn7:30 p.m.
ingham,Sherri Tidwell, Leigh Ann Steely, Staci Tidwell and Ken Twigg.
Mission groups of Flint
Baptist Church will meet
at 7 p.m. at church.
•
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HEALTH

Race to determine city's fastest person

By MARIE
FORRESTER
Saturday morning one
Lawrence E. Lamb,MD. man or woman) in Murray will be declared
DEAR DR LAMB
I when heat builds up from help Finally. in extreme needed to be done My
hus- ,
have a problem which is exercise
cases cutting the nerves to band has had no trouble with unofficially) i the "fastest
very embarrassing 1 m a 16medical problem„.„ the offending sweat glands. the knee but is wondering man in town." He will
year-old boy and I Perspire
probably run 3.11 miles in
cause excessive perspira- as under the arm, is some- what could happen
constantly regardless of the
Lion The sweating women times done And even a sec- DEAR READER
-- less than 18 minutes. Not
temperature It doesn't mat- have
tion
of
skin under the arms pager's disease of the hone a world record, but he
ter if I am calm or nervous is a with the change of life may be removed
good example And a
involves a rapid destruction may feel as if he deserves
I've used numerous different
As
explained
in The and repair of bone tissue
person
with
an
overactive
after completing his
deodorants trying to elimisweat a
Health Letter 18-2, Sweat- The characteristic lesions one
thyroid
may
run. Why? He
nate this problem
will just
metabolism ing, Antiperspirants and resulting from the activity
deal
The
body)
I work in a men's clothing
Deodorants, which I am can be seen on X-rays And have completed the ''Rurt
is
stepped
up
and
the
excess
store part-time and have to
sending you, antiperspirants
Through the Park."
lress nicely What do I do' I heat must be removed, so have limited usefulness but it will cause an elevated The women
alkaline phosphatase, an
of Epsilon
always perspire and have sweating is increased to
help insome mild cases enzyme involved in bone Sigma Alpha are busy
wet underarms I get out of accomplish that During Others
send
can
75 cents destruction and rebuilding
again raising money for
the shower, dress and usual- attacks of low blood glucose with a long, stamped.
)hypoglycemia : a person
sell- The disease is often
ly ant perspiring before I'm ma,.. sweat
so it addressed envelope for it to asymptomatic and may nev- St. Jude Children's
profusely
even finished dressing
Hospital in Memphis. Acme. in care of this newspawould
Is
there some medica your be a good idea to have per, P 0 Box 1551. Radio er cause a problem Most cording to Janice Tucker,
doctors
doctor
look
vou
do
form
not
over
any
try
reason for this excessive City Station. New York. NY of treatment as long as the Philanthropic chairman,
perspiration' What do you If there is no medical rea- 10019.
patient has no symptoms. If -This year's fund raising
suggest^
son and antiperspirants
DEAR DR LAMB -- I
DEAR READER -- To don't work for you, your doe- need some information symptoms occur they are involves two events."
usually related to weakening Many local restaurants
sweat is human but you can tor might be willing to give about Paget's disease
My
have too much of a good you some medicines that husband had a routine medi- of the bone such as a frac- are participating in a Cofture In that case some
thing Everyone has moist- block the vagus nerve which cal check up and a blood test
fee Day for St. Jude on
ble sweating that works to helps slow sweating in some showed an elevated alkaline patients are successfully Thursday. Sept. 2. Coffee
treated
with calcitonins
cool your body by evapora- people Probanthine is an phosphatase A body scan
(hormone). This will often monies are being donated
live cooling Sweating is an example You might use it in and X-ray revealed Paget's
relieve pain in the course of that day and the public is
exaggeration of that mecha- temporary situations.Indef.- disease at the knee
treatment Diphosphonates encouraged to patronize
msm and, of course, repre- al which neutralizes the
The doctor said not to are a new treatment also
sents a much greater effort adrenaline effects that worry about this and if he
to cool the body, as occurs induce sweating might also had trouble he'd see what and help in some cases if
any treatment is needed

Too much sweat for him

1

great

.•

those estatilishit let its
Mrs. Tucker said the
second event is a new
venture for us and one
which we are excited
about — the 5,000 meter
race called a "Run
Through the Park."
There seems to be a lot of
interest from around the
area and on campus
where I work, and we're
hoping for a big turnout,
she added.
A recent evening found
the Alpha Mu Chapter of
ESA walking the 3.11 mile
race route making
assignments and planning directional sign
placements. "It's quite a
challenging course,"
says Jean Fleming,
chapter president.
As we walked the
route, some of us, who
are non runners, were
frankly amazed that people are going to run over
some of those hills

through the woods,' Mrs.
Fleming said.
Free 1-shirts, provided
by Coca-Cola, will be
given to the first 50 who
do run those hills quickly
enough. The same company will provide drinks
after the race, Ms.
Tucker said.
"Gary Hohrnan, director of Murray-Calloway
County Park, and the
Community Theatre have
been most helpful by giving us the use of their
facilities," added Ms.
Tucker.
All participants are to
meet in the Community
Theatre parking lot
anytime after 7 a.m, to
register and warm up.
The race begins at 8 a.m.
A $5 fee will be charged
for the 5,000 meter race
and a fun run ( 1 mile) will
follow for a charge of $2.
There are three
categories for both men
and women — 18 and

Industrial Operations, to
meet on Wednesdays in
Room 101S of the Applied
Science Building. The
course is a study of the
essential features of production/operation
management and focuses
on planning, organizing
and utilizing the conversion system.
Engineering
Technology 588. Industrial Waste Treatmen t, to meet on
Thursdays in Room 101B
of Ordway Hall. The
course is a study of the
design an operation of
The'
- various treatthent
processes utilized to
purify municipal and industrial wastewaters.
Fees- are $90 for
undergraduate credit or
$132 for graduate credit
for each course.
_
For further information about any of the
courses or about the
registration procedure,

interested students may.' Engineering Technology
call the Department of at 502i 762-3393.

doubt, gaining mastery
over thoughts, and finding inner happiness.
The instructor for the
program will be Dr.
George John Cheponis,
counselor and assistant
professor of Rehabilitation Services at Murray
State. Cheponis has been
active in seminars in Personal Dynamics for the
past three years. He has
been a member of the
faculty- at Murray State
for five years.
Information and a
brochure about the program can be obtained by
calling or writing Dr.
Cheponis at ( 502) 7623797, Department/Professional
Studies at Murray State
University. Enrollment
will be limited.

The local Alpha Mu
chapter has been responsible for raising over
$17,000 for the hospital in
the past four years.
The community is Invited to patronize sponsoring restaurants for
Coffee Day on Thursday,
Sept. 2, listed in an ad today, and to participate or
come to watch the "Run
Through the Park" on
Saturday, Sept. 4, at 8
a.m.

"Curst is the wretch
enslaved to such a vice, who
ventures life and soul upon
the dice " — Horace.

HEF
MURRAYANS ATTENDING the Experimental Aircraft Association's annual
meeting. July 31 to Aug. 7, at Oshkosh, Wis., were (left to right) Jimmy Fain,
Fred Gardner, Martha Gardner, Randy Thornton, Barbara Erwin, Hamp
Erwin, Judd Fortenbery, and (kneeling) Judy Fortenbery. This 30th international
fly-in attracted almost one million visitors, 15,000 airplanes and 30,000 campers.

Girl, named top-tobacco chopper waNsoart,h;ascotbh,r,eeTraht,esafer,r

showing at least five spades
anybody, not only a.entered in Saturday's and when
North followed
woman," spectator Earl event. Her
total with three no trump, he left
Moore said after the "establishes a record for the choice of final
contracts
figures were announced a woman," said Larry to South's discretion.
following the coritest at Roberts of Georgetown, Ordinarily, one would
the Pete Wise farm near who sponsored the third pass with the South cards,
Georgetown.
a 17_ o
nnFueasluB
va
lulegrass Tobac- however, the state of the
Miss McKenney,
match dictated action and
co
year-old high school Robert Williams of that's what South did. He
senior from Mount Zion, Nicholasville won the was right about the need for
was the only female men's division by racing action, unfortunately. he
through 1,761 stalks in 8'2 backed the odds in play
West's diamond king went
hours. Roberts, now
to declarer's ace, the two
retired, said he chopped
2,358 plants over 812 black aces were cashed and
the spade jack was run
hours in a 1979 contest.
successfully. The heart king
Everett
erettWaplaterrstic,ip69a,teodf and ace
were cashed and
Georgetown,
‘'
dummy was able to run the
the seniors cutting con- spade suit. Success
now
test at Saturday's hinged on the winning
play
festival, but he seemed in the club suit.
East
more ) impressed with doggedly held on to his three
HEW HOURS
Miss McKenney's per- clubs to encourage a finesse
Mn
30 AM 9
!ormance than his own and the dice came up snakePM
third place showing. eyes. West took the double"You don't see many ton queen and the rest of the
girls cut anymore," he tricks, the slam going down
three
thr
said.
Wed. September 1st —
There is much to be said
As she moved down the
rows of plants — wearing for South's bidding the slam
Sat. September 11th
blue jeans, a blue cotton in clubs instead of no
BEDSPREADS All Sizes
It Discount Prices shirt, the bandana, earr- trumps. He would most
ings and work boots — surely need the club suit in
Miss McKenney at- any case, so why not play in
COMFORTERS All Sizes
011 Discount Prices
tracted a lot of attention. the safer slam?
'Wait 'til I'm pretty,'' At clubs, declarer wins
"CHANTILY LACE"
NORTH
8-31-A
s.he said to a
•K 10 8 7 5
BEDSPREADS & PRISCILLAS
on Regelar Price photographer trying to
WA 6 3
catch her at work.
•7 4 2
"Talk to her later," her
+63
DRAPES All Sizes
Oil Discount Prices father Bruce
McKenney WEST
EAST
•Q 4 2
begged a reporter.
•9 6 3'
•Q J 8 5
"C'mon now. Get your 9 7 4 2
Large Size DRAPES
• I 106
•J 8 5
rhythm. Concentrate," 61C IC)
144- to 150- Wide
off Reg Price
4 109 5
McKenney shouted to his
SOUTH
daughter.
•
AS
BATHROOM CARPET
on Regular Price
"I'm real proud of
•K 10
her." McKenney said
•
A
93
(Ideal for college dorms)
•A K.17 4 2
when the results were announc ed. "She's a
straight-A student, she Vulnerable Both. Dealer:
ROMAN & BAMBOO SHADES
`)
/0 On Regular Price
won the Grant County South. The bidding:
talent show (and) she's a South West North East
3.117T
SHUTTERS 4 across
P
pa
per ensemble good volleyball player.- 2
Pass
331NT 2::
She's also setting a
6 NT
Pass
Pass
Pass
1 inch VENETIAN BLINDS
eath standard for a younger
brother. "She outcuts Opening lead
Diamond
me." conceded 14-year- king
Regular 53199 NOW
QUILTING FRAMES
old Keith McKenney.
the first diamond, draws
The centipede hunts its trumps after the lucky fall
rood at night. It is one of a of the queen and can no
-group of small in- longer go wrong Either the
vertebrates that run of the spade jack or the
204 North Brewer
.-esembles worms or play for an even spade
break wins and declarer
Downtown Paris, Tenn.
901-642-9019 )aterpillars.
scores all 13 tricks
WW1.
,
GEORGETOWN, Ky.'
(AP) — When Tammie
McKenney goes to the
tobacco patch, she's a
terror with a blade.
In five hours, during a
recent speed-cutting contest, Tammie whacked
down 500 tobacco plants
in five hours.
"That's pretty good for
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ANNIVERSARY SALE

10%
20%

10%
10%

11.95%

112
112

Effective thru September 13

With A Compound Yield of
12.307%
Minimum Deposit $400.00
Insured By The F.S.L.I.C.
-

60

$20

$5
$10

REEVES FACTORY
SURPLUS DISCOUNT

(Substantial Interest Penalty
For Early Withdrawal)

Bid with The Aces

Cash and Carry Greenhouse
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GARDEN
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ALSO:
Quality Hanging
Baskets
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4—Wholesale and Retail
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1300 Johnson Blvd.-759-1234

442-2874

Podacah, KY

South holds

8-31-B

4Q 4 2
•9 7 4 2
41K Q i06
•Q 8
North South
I NT
24
ze •
„IttilSWERiFour hearts. Ten,
support points and an eight
card trump fit should provide some-play for game
Send bridge questlors to The Aces,
Pt
HOZ i 2313 Dallas ifLI 75223
with sell-addraw'd. stamped envelope
or reply

.....•••••
4. O.

••

•

ing
clear
say it
Plan
writs
Mas'
N.Y.

The dice were rolling in
the bidding and play of
today's daring slam. With
North-South behind quite a
few points in a team of four
match, South made a bold
and desperate move in a try
to get back into contention.

Shoe Shack will be
Closed Wed. & Thurs.
to MOVE to
Central Shopping Ctr.
hoe
Open Friday at
New Location

Security Federal
Savings & Loan
Asso.
30 Month
Certificate

stir

BOBBY WOLFF

Attitude program slated
A program to help
develop skills and attitudes for personal and
professional eff ectiveness, "Adventures in
Attitudes," is scheduled
for Friday, Sept. 11,
Saturday, Sept. 12, Friday Oct. 1. and Saturday,
Oct. 2 in the Mississippi
Room of the Student
Center on the campus of
Murray State University.
the program will be from
-8-a.m. to 5 p.M. Sept.- 11
and 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. on the
other three days.
The purpose of the
course is to teach techrtiques of influencing and
gaining recognition from
people, breaking poor
habits, gaining self confidence, ending' tension
and anxiety, -Conquering
moods of depression and

All proceeds will go to
St. Jude's Children's
Hospital in Memphis
This hospital treats patients suffering from
various childhood
cancers, malnutrition
and other rare diseases
and does not charge for
the care. ESA is one of
the many organizations
raising money for St.
Jude.

THE
ACES'

Three evening industry classes offered at MSU
Three evening classes
which may be of interest
to industry personnel in
the region are being offered at Murray State
University during the fall
semester by the Departtnent of Engineering
Technology.
To meet from 6 to 9 p.m
once a week, the courses
each carry three
semester hours of
graduate or
undergraduate credit.
James Weatherly.
departmental chairman.
listed them as follows:
Engineering
Techno1ogy-582, EsnergY
and the Environment, to
meet on Tuesdays, beginning Aug. ,31, in Room
101B of Ordway Hall. The
course examines conventional and renewable
energy sources, with an
emphasis on required environmental controls.
,Engineering
Te))hnology 491 and 691.
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By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
The growth of the home
security industry is
founded on the fact that
burglaries are generally
on the rise in most parts
of the United States

tin
•rtot,
„

Security tips make it tough for burglars

III mortals am MID
las
as oil
..

This situation has
created a growing
market for alarm
systems and other security devices, such as locks
and bolts. However, law
enforcement officers and
security specialists agree
an individual can go a
long way — without spending money — toward
preventing burglaries by
making it difficult for
would-be intruders to
enter a house.
One home security product maker recently collected a number of ways
of safeguarding a home.
A checklist of things to do
that cost little or nothing
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Putting powdered
graphite or ordinary
talcum powder in the
area of a, squeak on a
staircase may diminish
or silence the noise, but
the remedy will not last
very long. It's only a temporary solution. A perrna-

,
Here s the Answer

Q. — Our kitchen floor
has a linoleum covering
which has been there
many years. We would
like to take it up and put
down resilient floor tiles.
Is this a tough job and
how should it be done?
A. — Years ago, sheet
linoleum often was installed with little or no cement. Start at one ctirner
and try pulling it up.
Even if cement was used
originally, it may have
dried so much that
somebody with muscle
might be able to tug
enough to loosen it. If it is
too resistant, use a floor
chisel with a wide blade.

frame of the windows just
above the door itself.
If you have exterior
doors with glass panes.
add a metal grill, an
acrylic plastic cover or
replace the glass with
wire mesh reinforced
glass.
It is a good idea to
photograph and engrave
an identifying number on
valuables for insurance
purposes. Keep a list of
valuables, too, in case
you should ever have to
make a claim.
Place emergency
numbers — police and
fire department especially — where they can be
seen on each telephone
extension.
If you live in an apartment, use only one initial
on your mailbox and,
apartment . registry
listing so that you guard
against being telephoned
to check if you are at

THE

HOUSE

MA1170M

HERE IS A HOME THAT MIGHT BE USED for vacationing or by a retirement couple. Its compact quarters keep
cleaning to minimum and its simple-construction is costsaving. A split separates the living and sleeping quarters.
Plan HA1170M has 941 square feet. For more information
write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to
Master Plan Service, 89 East Jericho Turnpike, Mineola,
N.Y. 11501

By ANDY LANG
A° Newsfeatures
Q.
I read an article
where it said to use a
three-quarterinch earth
auger.bit to drill holes in
compacted soil for
aerating, but it left me
puzzled because it said to
use the bit in a portable
electric drill. My portable
drill is the quarterinch
type. How can a big bit
like that be used in a
small drill'?
A. — A quarter-inch
drill means that it will
hold bits with a quarterinch shank. It has nothing
to do with the size of the
bit itself. A quarter-inch
drill thus can hold a
three-quarter-inch bit if
the bit has a quarter-inch
shank. One word of caution. When a drill is used
outdoors, it must be of the
shockproof type or. if not,
it must be grounded.

shows how to maintaren keeping windows and
the appearance of life and doors lucked at all times
activity, thus discourag- and ladders locked away.
ing burglars. Some of the Make sure the doors to
safeguards. however, do the basement and garage
involve a greater energy are locked except when in
expense.
use. Don't hide keys outThe best defense is con- side, and instruct
fusion, a sense of activity children not to open the
and avoidance of an easi- door to strangers. Keep
ly' defined routine of valuables out of sight and
entering and leaving the turn on exterior lights at
home, according to the night.
checklist printed in
Don't have your name
booklet form by Fichet -on the outside of the
Inc.
house. Cruising burglars
If you go out, leave can look up your phone
lights on. leave a radio number and call to see if
playing, and adjust the anyone is at home. Make
window shades or blinds sure shrubs do not proas if you were at home. vide a hiding place: trim
Taking the phone off the them back so that
hook so a caller will think neighbors can see into the
someone is at home is firstfloor windows.
another ploy. In hot
Sliding glass doors are
weather, consider leav- easy to open or even
ing the air conditioner remove by lifting out of
turned on very low.
their frame. Guard
Even when at home, -against this by inserting
practice good security by nails into the inside

IM•811=1111

There are a couple of
ways to dissolve the cement, but !whey
sometimes are fire
hazards and sometimes
do not work too well.
Once the linoleum is up —
and you may have to do it
in broken pieces — nail
down any loose boards
and replace any rotted
ones. Then install either
hardboard or plywood
underlayment, the kind
that come in 4 feet by 4
feet sheets. They are
much easier to handle
than 4 by 8 sheets. Nail
down the underlayment,
leaving a tiny space between the sheets about the
thickness of a dime. The
tiles then can be glued to
the underlayment, assuring you of a level floor.

form the plug and then stepladder steps so that
hold it in your hand until each end extends at least
tt Begins to become solid. 12 ingpes beyond . the
At that instant, place it steps. —710f course, you
into the opening and hold should use your judgeit there for 3 or 4 minutes ment on whether to
without moving your stretch that distance or
hand. Once you let go the shorten it, depending on
patch should be suffi- how high the scaffold
ciently hard so it doesn't plank is placed.
fall out. Sometimes, if
you don't make the insertion at exactly the right
The techniques of usmoment, you will have to ing varnish, lacquer,
do it a second tune.
shellac, stain, remover,
bleach, etc., are detailed
Q. — When I paint and in Andy Lang's booklet.
have to place two steplad- "Wood Finishing in the
ders away from each Home," available by senother so a plank can be ding 50 cents and a long,
placed between them, do stamped, self-addressed
the stepladders have to envelope to Know-How,
be a certain distance P. 0. Box 477, Hunapart from the standpoint tington. NY 11743. Quesof safety?
tions of general interest
A. — The scaffold plank will be answered in the
Q. — I have had an old should be no longer than column, but individual
can of hydraulic cement 10 feet and, even then, it correspondence cannot
in the basement for should be placed on the be undertaken
years. Recently, where
there was a hole in the
concrete wall and water
started to seep in, I
enlarged the hole and inserted some of the
hydraulic cement in it,
holding it there as the instructions said. The
water merely
disintegrated the cement
and it fell to the floor. I
thought that kind of cement could be used in an
opening through which
water was coming. What
did I do wrong?
A. — You probably
placed the plug of
911)
3F.
• hydraulic cement into the
co
4-.7
• 9eh•
gap before it had started
cr.
v.%
to harden. The trick is to
7.z!i c it.=
:2
;•r,
sot

nent or near-permanent
cure requires more attention.
In nearly all cases,
stair squeaks occur when
there is an opening between a riser and a tread.
The riser is the vertical
portion of the step, the
tread being the horizontal
part or section on whieh
you place your weight.
sers- .and treads
usually are held together
with nails and-or glue —
or with special joints that
sometimes are reinforced
with wedges. The easiest
way to end squeaks is via
the nailing method. By
bouncing on the tread,
you can get the feel of
where the squeak is.
If it is in the front part
of the tread, drive nails
through that section so
they go into the riser
below. Drive two of them
at an angle so their points
meet or almost meet inside the wood. If you

could see through the the patch can be neatly
wood, the nails would concealed with a piece of
look like a V. With hard- moulding.
wood, which might split
Speaking of carpeting,
when the nails are driven it often cannot be pushed
in, first make pilot holes aside enough to make the
with an electric drill, us- repair. In that event, you
ing bits thinner than the can make the repair with
nails. The nails, by the nails without taking it up.
Way, preferably should Drive in the nails in the
be of the threaded kind.
manner described: that
Should the squeak be is, hammer them in so the
corning from the back nails form a V. 4t is-impart of the tread,'y'ou portant the nails be
usually will find there is a . driven through the
slight opening between carpeting with a nailset
the back portion and the so they go below the surbottom of the riser. Drive face of the wood. Should
a thin wedge into that they stick out even the
opening by inserting the tiniest bit, the carpeting
wedge a bit into ihe gap. will snag on the nails
Complete the insertion by when somebody walks on
placing a block of wood that spot.
against the block, which
When a staircase has
will push yin the wedge. resilient floor tiles or
Sometimes it will go all some kind of sheet
the way in and sometimes material on it, you can go
it won't. When it,doesn't, right through them. Nails
slice off the part that pro- can be used between the
trudes. If the area will not joints of the tiles or
be covered by carpeting, directly into material.

honie Make sure you
have a peephole in your
apartment door and install two separate locks
plus a high security deadbolt with a pickproof
cylinder.
Windows which can be
reached from an outside
fire escape or the ground
should be secured with
police department'
approved gates. Air conditioners should be bolted
to window supporting
frames. Select a window
that is not easily reached
from the outside if you
have a choice when it
comes to installing an air
conditioner.
The duplicate door key
ou may leave with your
superintendent should be
sealed in an envelope.
Ask the superintendent to
leave the key in the
envelope. If there is a
break-in, Check that the
envelope has not been
tampered with.
A good idea in both
home and apartment is to
install a lock on the
bCdroom door so potential intruders will have a
harder time causing you
physical harm.
When going on vacation
ask a friend, relative or
neighbor to keep an eye
on the house and to
remove mail daily. Or
you can request that mail
delivery be suspended until you return.
When stopping delivery
services such- as
newspaper and milk, do
so without explanation.
Arrange for regular lawn
care and use timers to
turn on lights and,radio at
intervals...
Ask a friend to park - irr'
your driveway and, if
feasible, have someone
deposit a bag of trash in
your garbage cans once a
week.
If the vacation is a
lengthy one, store
valuables in a safe
deposit box and notify the
police of your trip and
leave . a number where
you can be reached.
Copies of the "Home
Security Checklist" may
be obtained free from
Fichet Inc., P.O. Box 92,
Halesite, NY 11743.

Black's Decorating Center
Sale ends September 11.

GLIDDEN
FACTORY BALE
FAMOUS
Spred Satin
Latex Wall Paint

DAVES LAWN
CARE

Complete Lawn Care &
Landscaping Service
Free Estimates

CALL: 436-2820

Builders thrive despite times

DO
GALLON
REG. $15.99

SAVE
$6.00

Glidden's Most Durable
Flat House Paint

;
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LEXINGTON. Ky. subdivision south of Lex'API — In a time when ington.
demands for new housing
Nearby were the tens of
were declining, James I.. houses his company had
Barlow made a bold deci- constructed during the
sion to end his long rela- past three years, with ontionship with. Ball Homes ly a few still vacant.
and set up shop for
"Recognizing what
himself.
strength there is in the
And the move seems to market, that's where it
have paid off.
is," Barlow said.
"We've managed to be 'Barlow said the present
survive; we've been real market lies in small, inbusy here lately." Barlow expensive houses that
• iaid.
young families and in"We hope to build dividuals can still afford.
somewhere between 80
His company's dwellsaaw.and 100 houses this year,-- ings rouge in size from
Barlow said. "Last year about 950 to 1,200 square
we built 60 some-odd."
feet, are two or three
The 56-year-old builder begrooms. generally a
was discussing the hous- combination living and
ing market in his sales of- dining area and usually
fice at the Century Hills no basement.

SO
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Seal Your
Driveway Now,
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NFLunion representatives give okay to strike
CHICAGO I AP)- Union
representatives from the
28 National Football
League teams have given
the authority to call a
strike to their ninemember bargaining committee.
But after 10 hours of
meetings Monday, the
strike date that the National Football League
Players Association had
threatened was not produced. NFLPA President
Gene Upshaw of the Los
Angeles Raiders said that
would be giving away the
"game plan."
After the meeting, the
union demanded that
owners begin negotiating.
"There should be people at the bargaining
table with authority; and
responsibility to
bargain," Upshaw said.
"We have not yet seen the
owners or the commissioner. We concluded our
ineetings today and have
1,300 players who have
signed a strike authorization.
-The player reps have
given the executive committee the authority to
call a strike at their
discretion," Upshaw
said.
Jack Donlan, who
heads the NFL's Management Council, has been

the owners representative at negotiating sessions. The players have
maintained he has no
authority.
Ed Garvey, executive
director of the NFLPA,
said the meetings
"demonstrate to the
owners our seriousness.
All 28 representatives
who were here today will
go back to their teams to
report the actions taken.
If the negotiating committee decides to call a
strike, the players will
walk."
"I know management
will make an offer ... then
will expect everyone to
jump," Garvey said.
"That won't happen.
They ( the owners) now
know they Pace a strike."
The NFLPA has asked
for 55 percent of the gross
receipts brought in by the
28 teams, including
television revenue anticipated from a lucrative
contract recently signed
with two of the_three major networks. Garvey
said he expects the
owners to offer 20 percent: Upshaw, who announced in April that the
percent of gross was "etched in stone," said the
players have not altered
their demand.
-We are still seeking

that 55 percent of the
gross, it has not been
modified," Upshaw said.
- I would say the
preseason games will be
played. As for a strike?
That's up to the discretion of the executive committee. We're optimistic
we can get a settlement,
but realistically we will
strike if the owners don't
sit down with us.-

Pressed as to when a
strike could be called.
Upshaw said, "That's our
game plan. We will determine it when the time
comes. We did not discuss
when to strike. We don't
want to put pressure on
our people. We want the
pressure on them."
Executive committee
member Dan Jiggetts of
the Chicago Bears said

the committee "had to
hold the reins on some
teams who want to go out
now." Neither he, Garvey
nor Upshaw would say
which teams.
The players have been
without a contract since
July 15, when the
previous agreement expired.
In a written statement,
player representatives

By CHARLES WOLFE
Louisville Trinity led
Associated Press Writer balloting in Jefferson
LEXINGTON, Ky. County 4A, Christian
( AP ( - Defending state County was No. 1 in Stator
champion Paris, with 4A, Fort Thomas
shutout victories in both Highlands claimed the
of its games, was a top spot in Class 3A and
unanimous No. 1 pick in Mayfield led Class 2A.
the Class A ratings of the
T,rinity opened with a
season's first Associated 13-7 victory over Doss
Press high school football- -iirid collected five votes
for No. I. DeSales, a 32-0
P011.
The Greyhounds blitzed victor over Western, was
Pikeville 19-0 in the second with two votes.
season-opening RecreaTwo votes also went to
tion Bowl at Mount Sterl- third-place Southern, 1-0
ing. They encored with a after a 35-20 rout of St.
22-0 drubbing of Owen Xavier. Ballard nipped
County Friday night and Shelby County 13-12 and
landed all 10 first-place was fourth. Fifth-ranked
votes from a panel of Valley coasted past
sportswriters and sport- Eastern 27-7.
scasters.
Christian County, 1-1
In other classes, after holding off

Madisonville -North
Hopkins 6-3, collected
three first-place votes
and outpointed Henderson County 74-56 in State
4A.
The second-place Colonels, who also landed
three votes, outgunned
Evansville,In,Reitz 4840 to stand at 2-0.
Defending 4A champion Lexington Henry
Clay was third with two
votes after getting past
Ashland 21-18 in the Blue
Devils' opener. The remaining vote went to No.
4 Lexington Bryan Station, 2-0 after a 26-6 victory over Corbin.
Paducah Tilghman nipped Owensboro 7-6 and
was fifth after one game.
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Get true wash & wear convenience in our finest flat
latex, EZ Kare is ideal for
high•traffic areas like kitch-

EZ KARE -m
LATEX FLAT
WALL FINISH

ens hallways and children's
rooms because it stands
p to repeated washings
without fading or shining
44 colors and white
EZ

-Elimination, in order
to produce longer
careers, of incentives to
cut older players for
financial reasons.
-Rewarding of erformance through significant incentives.
The owners recently
asked for a federal
mediator, but Detroit
linebacker Stan White,
another member of the

executive committee,
said players will decline a
mediator until owners
join them in discussion of
the five points.
Garvey had said before
the meetings that the
most probable time for
any walkout would be between now and the fourth
or fifth game of the
regular season, which
begins Sept. 12.

Our finest acrylic latex house paint is now available in
three attractive finishes' The original flat finish and our
w satin finish are both ideal for exterior wood and

1
2-INCH
2/
VARNISH BRUSH

aluminum siding shingles brick stucco etc WeatherAll
is stain and fade resistant plus its high hiding too Dries
fast simple. water cleanup Choose from 26 colors black

Long-lasting Orel' brush has
fully-flagged bristles to
spread paint evenly
0008

& white

Highlands, last year's
3A titlist, improved to 2-0
by crushing Dayton 34-0
and earned eight votes
for No. I. FranklinSimpson, a 26-14 victor
over Russell in the
Recreation Bowl, was
idle Friday and finished
second with one vote.
The remaining vote
went to Elizabethtown,
last year's 3A runner-up.
The Panthers opened
with a 21-6 victory over
Woodford County.
Breathitt County held
off Lexington Lafayette 60 to finish fourth in the

141‘%
4

rim ae.wow
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NEW YORK AP ) Tracy Austin, so often
plagued by injuries in her
otherwise brilliant professional tennis career,
entered the 1982 U.S.
Open with yet another
physical ailment.
The defending women's
singles champion was
scheduled to begin her
run today for a third title
in four years at the National Tennis Center in
Flushing Meadow, But
Austin's opening match
with Catherine Tanvier
was moved to Wednesday
because the third-seeded
Austin is suffering from
tendinitis in her shoulder.
Austin was not the
choice to win the 101st
edition of the Open by
Rod Laver, who
predicted that
Wimbledon titlists Jimmy Connors and Martinva Navratilova will
capture the singles titles
here.
Laver, the only twotime winner of the Grand
Slam - Wimbledon and
the French, U.S. and
Australian Opens believes Austin could provide the stiffest competition for Navratilova. A
Navratilova-Austin matchup, if there is one,
would occur in the
semifinals.

Connors, who captured
his second Wimbledon title earlier this year, is
seeded 'second. But
Laver, who won his first
Grand Slam in 1962 as an
amateur, then repeated
in 1969 as a professional,
believes Connors will
grab his fourth U.S. Open
crown.
"I feel that Connors is a
good pick, and I feel that
Martina is good in the
ladies," Laver said Monday in a telephone interview- from his home near
Santa Barbara, Calif.
"She's playing so well at
the moment.America's premier tennis event began with 11thseeded Mats Wilander of
Sweden, the surprise winner of the French Open,
taking on Bill Scanlon at
center court in Louis
Armstrong Stadium and
No. 14 Brian Teacher
playing John Sadri on the
grandstand court.
The tournament's No. 1
seeds, John McEnroe in
the men's singles and
Navratilova in the
women's, play their
opening-round matches
Wednesday.
''I think John
McEnroe ) is not playing
as confidently as he has
in the past. Connors, in
my mind, plays his best

tennis on a hard court,the surface at the National Tennis Center.
Navratilova has been
awesome this year, winning 64 of 65 matches, losing only to Sylvia Hanika
of West Germany in the
finals of the Avon Championships. Hanika pulled
out of the U.S. Open
because of an injury.
"She's ( Navratiloval
feeling she can win on all
surfaces, and that's
something that can give
her added confidence,"
Laver said.
In the men's singles, he
likes the hard hitters, the
category in which he
places Connors, and fifthseeded Vitas Gerulaitis.
McEnroe has had an
off-year, losing in the
finals at Wimbledon and
winning only one t'olvo
Grand Prix tournament
in 1982. Injuries have
hampered him during
part of the year and he
has forsaken his serveand-volley game, seemingly content to stay on
the baseline and trade
groundstrokes.
The richest tournament
in the world, the U.S.
Open will divide up a
record $1.5 million this
year, with the singles
winners earning $90,000
each.
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. SELECT LATEX HOUSE PAINT
-
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Tough vinyl acrylic finish is specially formulated to resist
fumes, mildew, alkali and fading Lets moisture escape to
prevent blistering Low-sheen finish is high hiding, fast
drying Available in 15 Colors and white

%--.1

ONE-COAT CEILING LATEX
Economical ceiling latex has good hiding properties and
covers most ceiling surfaces in one coat. Produces a nary
I•rohl white velvety flat finish that dray fast *dhow
9,5
•
.4 streaks Available in white only

6-PACK
SANDPAPER
Choose from fine,grain,
medium or coarse,production sandpaper
9015517

SOLID-COLOR LATEX STAIN
Covers the wood but doesn't hide the beautiful rough wood rexture Produces blister resistant breather type
finish hide resistant colors stay fresh for years Easy
soap and water cleanup 32 Colors and white

Murra
&

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Hendon's Service Station
"Where Good Service is a 42 Year
Family Tradition"

,.•

-141.

Let Us Service and Maintain Your Vehicles ..
We Do General Auto Repair•Tune ups•Brokes•Shocks•

CALL US TO BUFF MIRROR GLAZE 8 WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES.

polyester wall brush
and 1',,-in gold nylon angu,
lar-sash brush _P415-TV-09

SELECT LATEX FLAT FINISH
Esceptionalry high quality at an economicai price' Good
hiding qualities and a washable finish-ideal for walls and
ceilings Applies easily and dries fast One coat usually
covers Avaiiabie in 16 colors and white
A
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Austin-Tanvier tennis match
in U.S. Open tourney delayed
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Gloss Finish Black & White
Custom Colors Higher

4 in
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balloting. Covington was fourth at 2-0. FifthCatholic shut out ranked Somerset, 1-0,
Newport 13-0 and was picked up the remaining
vote by downing Harfifth at 1-1.
rodsburg 14-6.
„
Mayfield, 2-0, received
four votes and 80 points
Bellevue, 1-0 and idle
after clubbing Murray 40week, was a distant
5. The Cardinals were a last
second in Class A
four-point choice over No.
2 Bardstown, the defen- balloting. Carroll County
ding 2A champ, which trounced Eminence 52-0
was third at 2-0.
downed North Hardin 14- and
Russellville was voted
6.
fourth despite an 18-14
No. 3 Fort Campbell, 1- opening loss to Nelson
0. got a single vote after County. Nicholas County
thrashing Hopkinsville squeaked past Richmond
49-20. Glasgow rocked Madison 14-13 in its
Bowling Green 27-0 and opener and was fifth.

SCOREBOARD
LATEX
CEILING •
PAINT

Footbi
have be
Murray
flee and
ordered
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yet shou

Paris landslides to top spot; Mayfield No.1 too
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tstie

said they want to discuss
five major points with the
owners at the bargaining
table.
The five points are:
-Immediate substantial wage hikes for virtually all players.
-A guaranteed fair
share of future NFL
revenues for all players.
-Removal of wage Mequities.
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Major League Baseball
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Local Sports 'Goliath' Valenzuela downed by Cards

Times

Racer football tickets

Ike

Football season tickets ween host Murray State
have been mailed by the and Southeast Missouri at
Murray State athletic of- the MSU ticket office in
fice and anyone who has Roy Stewart Stadium.
Individual game tickets
ordered their tickets but
haven't received them will also be on sale this
week at the ticket office
yet should call 762-6800.
and at the gate Saturday.
Season tickets will be The stadium opens at 6:30
on sale through Satur- p.m for the 7:30 p.m.
day's opening game bet- ballgame.

committee,
will decline a
mtil owners
discussion of
ts.
id said before
gs that the
ble time for
would be betnd the fourth
ame of the
ason, which
12.

Run through the park
Murray's first "Run and awards will be given
Through the Park" will in three categories for
be held Saturday at the both men ,and women —
Murray-Calloway Park -18-and-under. 19-39, and
Complex. Beginning at 8 40 and over.
Registration is $5 and a
a.m. the 5000 meter (3.1
miles I race will offer a fun run mile race will
"challenging and fun follow with a $2 charge.
The race i sponsored
course over a variety of
surfaces including a mile by Epsilon Sigma Alpha
through the woods," ac- and all proceeds will go to
cording to race St. Jude Children's
spokesman Marie For- Hospital in Memphis.
Registration and the
rester.
start of the race will be in
The first 50 finishers the Community Theatre
will receive a free t-shirt Parking lot
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LOS ANGELES (APi — The St. Louis Cardinals
— thinking of their 1-4 record against Fernando
Valenzuela -- were just hoping to get ahead and
stay ahead of the young pitcher long enough for
relief ace Bruce Sutter to get to the mound as they
started off a three-game series against Los
Angeles.
Easier said than done.
"If you get behind Fernando two or three runs,
forget it," cautioned Keith Hernandez. the Cardinals' first baseman.
Valenzuela had allowed only one run his previous
to starts and was seeking his 18th victory of the year
Monday,so gettng ahead of him early didn't appear
to be a logical game plan.
As John Stuper, the Cards' rookie starter noted,
"When people look at the pitching pairings Stuper against Valenzuela' - it'll look like David
against Goliath."
But the Cardinals' game plan went just as
Manager Whitey Herzog planned it, and St. Louis
eked out a 3-2 victory to improve its lead in the Na-

tch
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By HAL BOCK
salary. But the Wizard of
AP Sports Writer
Oz had his suspicions
In baseball's brave new about the organization
world of player freedom, when slugger Dave Wincontracts are intricately field was allowed to walk
authored documents in- off to the land of free
volving considerably agents,
more than simple basics
"He was the franlike how much is in the chise," said Smith. "I
envelope on payday.
realized that if they
Workout clothes and
And that is why Ozzie weren't going to sign him,
cleats ( optional ) are all Smith is playing short- it didn't speak to well for
the required equipment. stop in a pennant race for lesser people who played
the first time in his there. I realized that my
Rules explanation, club career,
time there was very
organization and practice
Smith and his vacuum limited."
will be on the first day cleaner glove spent four
Smith knew that if the
agenda.
dreary years at San Padres were willing to let
Diego and he admits that a player of Winfield's
he'd get a tad envious' dimensions go, the time
every September when would come when the
host Dyer County, Tenn., the Padres would be play- shortstop would move on.
ing out the schedule But he wanted a say_ in
at 8 p.m. at Laker
against teams who were where he would go. So
Stadium. Last year Dyer
fighting for first place.
Smith offered the Padres
"I often wondered how a deal. He would trade off
County pulled a surprise
I would handle the situa- one of the modern major
upset, 25-7, when the
tion if I got the opportuni- leaguer's emanicipation
Lakers travelled south.
ty (to be in a racel." he rights in exchange for
said. "There's nothing in another.
the world like going out
"I traded them the
and playing an important right to go to salary argame every day. It's bitration in exchange for
suffered a' season - something you have to ex- a no-trade clause in my
opening loss to Mayfield perience. It's a wonderful contract," he said. "I
last week, falling 40-5 to feeling, especially if wanted to be in a position
the Class AA powerhouse. you're doing well."
to say where I was goReidland, 0-2, was clipSmith did well enough ing."
ped 13-7 by Ohio County in his four years with the
And, of course, where
two weeks ago then fell to Padres to build himself he was not going: like St.
Heath last Friday, 17-0.
up to a $300,000 annual Louis.

Laker football game
Calloway 'County High
attempts to relocate the
winning track Friday
after suffering a 30-13
district loss at Union
County last week.
The Lakers. now 1-1,

hard court,"
at the NaCenter.
Ya has been
.s year, winnmatches. los;ylvia Hanika
-many in the
Avon Chamlanika pulled
U.S. Open
n injury.
Navratiloval
an win on all
and that's
hat can giye
confidence,"

Tiger football game
'Murray High takes to
the road for the first time
this season, seeing action
against Reidland. Saturday at 7:30p.m.
The Tigers and new
head coach Tim English
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which he
)rs, and fifthGerulaitis.
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Tanner vs. Riessen
p.m. for school age
children.
Tanner and Riessen
will then play two pro-am
sets, followed by a singles
exhibition match beginning at 7:45 p.m.
Tickets are $5 for
The exhibition will be
preceded by an instruc- general admission and $8
tional clinic from 5 to 6 for reserve seating
and the OwensboroDavies County Girls
Club, the two organizations which are sponsoring the event along with
Michelob Light beer.

It became decisive when Garvey homered to open
the ninth, his 13th homer, and first in 20 days.
Stuper. 6-4, earned the win, scattering seven hits
in 72-3 innings Valenzuela, 17-10, took the loss even
thouth he did managed his 15th complete games,
the most in the league. Valenzuela struck out eight

At the winter meetings,
San Diego traded Smith
and pitcher Steve Mura to
the Cardinals for shortstop Garry Templeton,
outfielder Sixto Lezcano
and pitcher Luis DeLeon.

But the Padres had
neglected to get Smith's
permission. an oversight
that delayed finalization
of the deal for about two
months.
Eventually. St Louis

Manager Whitey Herzog
sweet-talked Smith into
accepting the trade.
So the shortstop surrendered his no-trade
clause and the Cards
agreed to go to salary ar-

THE MOVIE STORE
— Videocassette Rentals —
324.0 Tyson Ave., Paris. TN

901-644-1003
rrIMMI-1.

•

For oil your Travel Reservotfons Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
est,T.og
American and International Trayeltime
rep,.

NEW! LOW-COST
COLOR GRAPHICS
PRINTE
R
24995
•Prints Graphics and
Alphanumerics in Red
Blue, Green and Black
• Built-In Commands
Simplify Drawing
And Plotting
• Uses Easily
Replaceable Ink
Cartridges
• Works With Any
Desktop TRS-80
• Ultra-Compact Size—

Reserve seating may
be obtained by telephoning Janie Seib at 502-9264540.
A Meet the Pros party
will be from 9:30 to 10:30
p.m. at the Owensboro
Execuive Inn immediately following the exhibition.

Versatility Plus! Create Incredible Graphics and Print
Upper and Lower Case Characters in Four Colors!

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES AND DEALERS

1

Solomon was
a wise guy.

BULLETIN:

And you can learn a lot from .him.
Find out more about King Solomon
and other Bible greats after school at
the First Christian Church Youth
Club,5 p.m. Wed. Call 753-3824.

30 MONTH

6-MONTH

Variable Ceiling Certificates

Money-Morket Certificates

ssoo
Minimum

11.95%

RACER FOOTBALL
496
473
Pr
I-11

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK STORE
COMPUTER CENTER
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER

Radio thaeli

SI 0,000
Minimum

Rate Good thru September 13th
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bitration. He asked for
$750,000 and the club offered $450,000. The arbitrator decided on the
lower figure, so Smith
lost, if you believe getting
a $150,000 raise is losing.
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St. Loins produced what developed as the decistVe
run in the eighth on a single by Tom Herr, a stolen
base and Lonnie Smith's one-out grounder that shot
off of Cey's glove into short left field.

Just 215/16 x81/4 x 81 /2"

Pro tennis exhibition set in Owensboro
Veteran tennis pros
Roscoe Tanner and Marty Riessen will compete
in the Michelob Light
Tennis Benefit Exhibition
on Tuesday, Sept. 14, at
Owensboro Sports
Center. Proceeds from
the benefit will benefit
Wendell Foster Center

Keith Hernandez had three of the Cardinals six
hits off of Valenzuela, and he's 6-for-11 against the
Dodger ace for the year. But even so he went to
great lengths to praise Valenzuela.
-To me, he's the best pitcher in the league," said
Hernandez.—For his age, the control he has, I've
never seen anything like it my eight years in thd
league."

The Dodgers got Valenzuela a run in the second
on Ron Cey's double and Bill Russell's two-out runscoring single.
But in the Cards' fourth, Valenzuela issued one of
his two walks. to Ken Oberkfell to lead off the inning He was forced by Lonnie Smith, but Hernandez
cracked a double to nght-center that brought Smith
home with the tying run, and only the second run off
of Valenzuela in 22 innings Hernandez took third on
the throw to the plate, then scored the go-ahead run
on a sacrifice fly by George Hendrick

Wizard of Oz pulls off handy Card(inal)trick

First rugby practice
The first practice for
anyone interested in starting a rugby football club
in Murray will be held
Wednesday at 5 p.m. on
the field beside the Lambda Chi fraternity house on
Main Street.

tional League East to 21-2 games. The Dodgers, with
their second successive loss, left a half-game back
of Atlanta in the N . L. West.
St. Louis inched its way into a 3-1 lead, Stuper pitched his way into the eighth when Sutter took over
and, though he gave up a home run to Steve Garvey
to lead off the ninth, he whisked away the final three
Dodgers on ground balls to record his 30th save.
"Every game means something now," said Sutter, who has five saves in as many appearances. "It
wasn't quite that way when I was in Chicago. Over
there the only thing we were fighting for was personal glory - and a new contract."

10.123%

Rote Good thru September 6th

Federal regulottons requote o substanbal penoffy
for toffy woffuirowol from cerreff.cate accounts

MURRAY STATE
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI
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SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 4
7:30 STEWART STADIUM
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"WPSD Television Poster Night"

'9$ at New York
1 at Philadelphia

enta 5-31 at San

11, at Ida Angeles
at San Franriaro

ramos
since

.111)
kimono

Free colorful MSU foofhall posters to first 2,000 persons thru the turnstiles (gates open at
630)
a Special pre-game entertainment in stadium (entertainment begins at 6.30)
la Free fireworks show immediately following the game (fireworks-iponsored by Paschall
Truck Lines and Century Auto Soles)
.
•
% a Tickets on sale doily in roan? 211 .of Stewart Stadium ($6 and $5 Adults, $5 and $4
Children)
'
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Psychiatrists study childhooddepression, youth suicides
CHICAGO . AP .
Tommy was tormented
by am world he couldn't
control. His father, who
was out of work, made
life hellish at home. Tommy,age 6, wanted to help
- so he leaped off the
roof of a five-story
building.
Tommy's moods had
already been darkened
by persistent depression
and he thought he helped
cause his family's problems. His father, an
unemployed factory
worker, vented- his
frustrations on Tommy the oldest of three
children.
According to the
psychiatrist who treated
him, Tommy jumped in
an attempt to ease his

fanuly'sbuideti
Tommy - not his real
name - survived the fall
but suffered sonic brain
damage He wears a leg
brace and needs crutches
to walk.
Tommy is one of a few
desperate, depressed and
very young children who
harm and sometimes kill
themselves.
Psychiatrists specializing in childhood depression have ather ex,nmples
A 6-year-old
Slashes herself with a
knife because she is upset
about her parents'
divorce. A 7-year-old
downs too many pills,
believing his parents
don't want him. And an 8year-old walks in front of
a Car after his mother

leo$.rz the family
Psychiatrists are split
on whether this destructive behavior is suicide.
Some say an act of
despair of a young mind
is not suicide, because a
child really doesn't
understand death and
thinks he will be back in a
few weeks.
To commit suicide
-takes a highly differentiated concept of self,"
said Marvin Schwarz of
Associates in Adolescent
Psychiatry, one of the nation's largest child
psychiatry practices, in
Skokie. III.
"You have to be aware
of who you're killing," he
said. "Generally a 4-or 5year-old doesn't see
himself or herself as dv-

pi .lesser fur the probleills et dependent on • like.
It s not just a stage,"
Those agreeing with •'They're less accurate home," Leventhal said
parents," Ms. Rosenthal Leventhal said. "It's like
Schwarz say a child has observers than they are "His father would say.
said. "If there's no paren- saying you'll grow out of
to be 8- to 11-years-old of other_ aspects of their things like,'It would be so tal support,
they cannot meningitis. If it is that
before realizing death is child's behavior."
much easier without you.' cope with their lives."
serious, it won't go
irreversible and suicide
Yet many psychiatrists When you get frustrated,
Dr. Gabrielle Carlson, away."
is final.
say every time a child you say things like that." assistant professor
As far as Tommy is
ot
Other experts say bangs his head and pftlis
Sometimes self - child psychiatry at the concerned, Leventhal
children - even those at his skin, that child is destructive children have
University of California said, the young boy is on
under five - are know- not trying to commit been physically abused or
at Los Angeles, said she's medication and attending
ingly taking their lives.
suicide. Such attempts, have parents suffering "never seen a kid under a school for the handicap-Certainly a 4- or 5- they say, depend on in- from depression_
14 who had suicidal ped. Following the acciyear-oW has a very tent and intensity.
And most often they tendencies who didn't dent, Tommy could not
limited understanding"
The motivations for feel vulnerable, sad and have family problems."
speak at all, and his
that life is finite, sald Dr. self-destruction are as impotent, experts say.
Treating self- father was 'devastated"
Bennett Leventhal, direc- unique as the child.
They shoulder the blame destructive children by the suicide attempt.
tor of the University of
In Tommy's case, the for problems beyond varies. There is counselI.eventhal has been
Chicago Child Psychiatry youth had a "fantasy he their control.
ing, hospitalization and treating the family
Clinic. But, "they do was partly responsible
"A child is completely medication
together
know they can do things
very harmful to them."
Even though "the death
concept isn't there, the TRENTON, N.J. I AP
obesity, asthma and in- ton •sand w ich shop
He said Monday he was
motivation to harm - The 500-pound conterruptions in breathing. operator, was convicted innocent of the crime.
'innself and get even with victed sex offender freed
This allowed Giorgian- in 1980 of carnal abuse
"It's a political issue.
others is there," said from prison because of
ni to leave prison after a and debauching the They're trying to make
Leventhal, who treated poor health failed Monone-week stay, drawing morals of a 14-year-old Judge Barlow buckle,"
Tommy."One is safe and day in a bid to have the
irate letters and girl customer at his sand- said Giorgianni. But he
accurate in calling It U.S. Supreme Court statements by public of- wich shop in 1978. He had
added, "I think he's a
suicide."
delay a hearing aimed at
ficials and private remained out of jail for pretty good judge. He'll
Dr. perihan Rosenthal putting him back in
citizens alike.
two years while appeals hold up under the
of the University of prison.
Giorgianni, 33, a Tren- were exhausted.
pressure."
ACROSS
Massachusetts Medical Supreme Court Justice
deity
I Golf mound
6 Rocky bill
Answer to Monday's Puzzle
Center, says -intentional William Brennan issued
4 Nerve net7 Mental image
death-seeking behavior in the decision in
AY
FRILL
u
works
8 Sponsorship
children under five years Washington without cornNASHVILLE, Tenn.. Denton last week.
A
Ell R
Denton, says the ordeal
9 Monk's title
9 Distant
A
of age remains an unap- ment.
i AP - The mother of a
1%1 U P
12 Scull
The Erin, Tenn., youth was been terrible.
10 Free of
13 Wear away
11 Paid notices
preciated phenomenon."
"I feel like I'm gonna
Joseph "Jo Jo" teen-ager hospitalized was stricken with the
RI
S
E A
14 Succor
A S
GA
16 Capuchin
Young children, she Giorgianni, who has said
with complications from spotted fever after he was have a nervous
15 Confidence
a
A
EM A Nl
monkeys
said, do harm and do kill health and weight pro- Rocky Mountain spotted bitten by a tick on a breakdown sometimes,"
17 Respects
18 Academic
themselves.
blems would result in his fever says her son is no Memorial Day outing. He she said. "He's not any
19 Actor Newsubjects
Experts say it's dif- death if he were jailed, closer to going home than was in a coma for several closer to getting out of
man
20 Jumps
0
SEE
21 Ventilate
22 Laughing
ficult to estimate how said after Brennan's deci- he was four months ago days, suffered eye and here than he was when he
A
JIM
22 Retreats
23 Chemical
A IJ
many children try to kill sion that he may be fore- when he entered Vander- lung infections and went in."
ARU
25 Vapor
compound
0
A
TI ERA
themselves because there ed back to jail because of bilt Hospital.
damage to his liver and
The boy's plight receiv29 Exists
24 Asparagus
TEE
S I N G • DIM
But the boy's doctors lungs.
are few statistics.
ed national attention
politics.
30 Breaks skidstalk
said
Monday
According
15-year-ol
denly
to
Denton
the Na- "I'll be in jail if the
d
has been in the after his father was
26 Snack
32 Transaction 27 Texas shrine 41 Wild plum
fional Center for Health political pressure is Ricky Denton will pull pediatric intensive care released from a Florida
51 Be in debt
33 Siamese coin 28 Measuring
44 Musical
through.
Statistics,
unit since he was brought prison on Father's Day to
52 Soak
there were 153 there," Giorgianni said in
35 Barracudas
device
instruments 53 Turf
"He's probably more to Vanderbilt Hospital on be near his son. The
suicides reported in 1978 a telephone interview
37 Make lace
31 Pigpens
46 Biblical
55 Eggs
alert
than I've ever seen June 3. He was listed in father, Charles Denton, is
for those from five to 14 with The Associated
38 Tidy
34 Greek letter
weeds
56 Openwork
40 Marina sights 36 Spread on
years of age. No attempts Press. "The judicial him," Dr. John Greene guarded but stable condi- serving out his 15-year
48 Pennsylvania
fabric
42 NH's neighthick
were reported for system in New Jersey is said. Greene said he tion Monday night.
port
sentence for drug traf59 Charles bor
39 Gull-like bird 50 Cover
Gaulle
children under the age of second only to Moscow, played cards with young
The boy's mother, Kay ficking and firearms
43 More exact
, .
charges at the Metro
so I gliess I'll be in jail."
2 3
4 5 II17 5
9 il 1
45 Dealer in •
But many experts say. Giorgianni and his
Workhouse in Nastiville.
homes
14
IIII
•
47 Female ruff
suicides-and attempts are lawyer, - E. John Wherry
The alder Denton, who
NM
UM
49 Portico
15
17
18
grossly unreported and Jr., had asked Brennan to
is divorced from the boy's
gil
50 Nooks
often not recognized by postpone a hearing
mother, is allowed to visit
21
54 Long-legged
9..20
doctors and parents.
his son three times a
sTheduled for Tuesday in
bird
23•UU24
25 •28 27 28
"It's difficult for people Trentonsin which state
57 Overwhelm
week
30
58 Vacuum tube
31
32
to think that a i young I Superior Court Judge
60 Miss Arden
child has this kind of in- Richard J.S. Barlow Jr.
33
34
35
37
38
61 Fick)
tention." Ms. Rosenthal is to hear a prosecutor's
62 Passover
38
40
41
42
said. "It makes people request that Giorgianni
meal
43
44
45
46
feel awful that a child be returned to prison im- By Abigail
63 Posed for a
LA GRANGE, Ky.
Van Buren
portrait
could do that."
1API - A body found in
mediately.
47
48
Parents are usually not
Barlow reduced
rural Carroll County Aug.
51 52
53
54
DOWN
very aware of their Giorgianni's original '1522 has been identified as
ill
1 Small child
57
58
59
GO
child's depression, said year sentence to three
that of Paula Turner
2 Jug handleDr. Elva Poznanski, a years probation and a
3 Spurt forth
81 UU
Sewell. 21, of Kenton
82
63
4 Comes back
University of Illinois $2,000 fine on Aug. 6
County,state police said. .
5 Teutonic
Medical Center because of Giorgianni's DEAR ABBY: My husband is infatuated with our Dr. Mark Bernstein of
daughter-in-law. (I'll call her Louise.) This is extremelyt he University of
embarrassing to our son, and it bothers me a lot, too.
Louisville identified the
SHE COULD BE
" SUPPER pisH
My husband is the type who isn't very good at disguising body through dental
ARRESTED FOR THAT
ABUSE"!
his emotions, and every time Louise is around you can just records, said Trooper
see the lust in his eyes. It makes me sick!
Jim Mudd of the La
Our son is at the point now where he doesn't even want to
bring Louise to our home. The poor girl does nothing to Grange state police post.
encourage the old goat, but he puts her on the spot by-not .Ms' Sewell had been
letting her get away with a hello or goodbye kiss on t rrussing since July 5 andhe
cheek. He demands that she kiss him full on the mouth. He was last seen in northern
also does a lot of hugging, patting and pawing. les Kentucky, Mudd said.
disgusting! I have tried to tell him to cut it out, but he denies Preliminary autopsy
that there is anything improper about his behavior, and results indicated she died
insists
that he thinks of her as a "daughter.,ut
the result of a severe
What should be done before our son punches his father blow to the forehead, he
THIS IS THE ONLY WAY I CAN
NANCY—WHAT
added.
KEEP GRAPEFRUIT FROM
NO NAME. I'M ASHAMED
Squirrel hunters found
ARE YOU
SQUIRTING
DOING?
DEAR NO NAME: Your son should advise Louisethe woman's body in a
IN MY
that she does not have to tolerate her father-in-law's dry creek bed about a
EYE
tiliz.
410*
inappropriate behavior. Then your husband shouldhalf-mile south of
be advised that unless he keeps his hands and mouth Prestonville off Kentucky
'
1111W
off his daughter-in-law, he won't be able to set eyes 549.
on her either. (If this lustful behavior is something
new, perhaps his physician should be informed.)
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In loving Men
passed away oi

Authorities
identify body

Father-in-Law Carries,"
Family Feeling Too Far

CARTER

300 Morn7

Your gentle to,
With sadness •
You hod o kindl
And died below

The voice is mu
That loved us •
Oh, bitter was
From one so go

1i

You ore not for
Nor will you ev
As long es life
We will rememl
We miss you M
As time goes o
Your loving ire
No one con fill

i

).11•041MEN.

I•• know or. sad
S•••• 5.4,,It Mo.
Noe [1•1•••• 4.•/
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S4 11104Y lot
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CLASSIFIEDS

•• •

Wi-IAT CAN I
PO ABOUT IT?

YOU CAN
MA51-4 THEM
SOME MORE

DEAR ABBY: In the U.S., the American flag is honored
and must be treated with respect. How can I explain this to
my neighbors who apparently are new in this country?
They are using an extra-large American flag to cover their
bird and pigeon cages! At first I thought I was seeing a flagdraped casket.
Should I just ignore it, or is there a way to tell them
without causing hard feelings? We want to be good
neighbors without being meddlesome.
.
PATRIOTIC IN CALIFORNIA

Ar•J`11-1-ilf•IG
TO PLEASE

^

\\

MEAN
I WAS CLIMBING,
A TOO'
NrOU

93,

J.1111,0_.

I NEED PEACE or miNv,
DOCTOR. IP / DIE Too GOON,

I CANNOT LEAVE T3419 BOY
ALONE TO FACE
THE WOLVES OF
MY COURT„,

1.1

BUT FOR \OUR OWN
SAPETY, NE)(T" TIME
'YOU SHOULD LET ME
GO WITHOUT 'YOU r
---------.,.„,7_P
•-_., \
ragfirc
...--

I MUST APPOINT A RESENT- A'
91'RONG MAN WHO CAN PROTECT
MY GRANDSON UNTIL HE IS BIG
ENOUGH TO PROTECT HIMSELF.

DEAR PATRIOTIC: Tell your 'neighbors, in a
friendly and courteous way, that there is a code of
etiquette for display and use of the U.S. flag. This
code specifically states that the flag may not be used
as a "covering." It also states that when the flag is
worn, faded and in no condition to be displayed, it
should be destroyed in a dignified manner - preferably burned in private.(The code can be found in the
World Almanac and Book of Facts.)

2. Notice
I ••••
...ON
SIN ••••••• nn., *bow how,
Wth•• •••• Mame

WANTED:

Lady to live in
and care for elderly woman. Private
home, room board, salary. Call
753-8850 8 a.m.5 p.m. 753-8990
after 7 p.m.

Apple Tree School pro
vides quality child care
with educational programs Registration is
now
in progress for
•••
children ages 2-5. The
Apple Tree School is
DEAR ABBY: I am employed as a secretary at a fairly housed in a modern and
large company. For some time now, we have been receiving fully equipped facility
obscene'telephone calls. These calls are frequent in number and staffed by well
but have no established pattern. I am the one who answers qualified perSonnel
753.9356 or visit at
the telephone most of the time, and I hear this guy gushing 'Call
1503 Stadium View Dr.
forth with a lot of filthy talk before I can hang up on him. It
FREE
for
upsets me just to hear his voice, and needless to say it is. NEEDY STORE
people is now
most unnerving.
dressing children for
The phone company recommends that we hang up on this school For appoint
caller as soon as we recognize his voice. We do, but it has not ment call 759 4600.
discouraged this sicko from calling again. Have you any M & G Complete Glass
other suggestions as to how to handlethis problem?
CO has a complete line
SICK OF SICKOS of glass, plexiglass, and
mirrors We install auto
DEAR SICK: The telephone company's suggestion glass and replace side
mirrors,
for cars and
is probably the most effective. To react to the caller's
trucks
install
harassment would only play into his hands and aluminum We
store fronts,
encourage him further.
plate- glass, and in
Just be sure 'that your local telephone company II sulated glass WE fix
aware of these :calls, and the frequency with which Storm windows, storm
doors, and Screens. We
you are being harassed..
-Cut glass table tops.
•••

mirrors, and window:
glass.- W1. also •Leray____
arid. replace pabo door
Mast. hi- & 6 Slass Co:

What's bugging you? Unload On Abby, P.O. Box
3R923. Hollywood. calif. 90038. For a phraonal reply. 816 Coldwater
• please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope. 0180 or 753 2798
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IFIEDS

Have copies of your
old photos mode
We are located in
the Old W•Illis
Building
G,
Oest off the Court
Saver e

CARTER STUDIO
300 Main 7S3 112911

NOTICE
For your convenience, Jim
Suite, from our Sales Dept
till be at oar showroom
from 6.30 PM to 1,00 PM
on Mondays, Teesday,
Thersdays and Fridays.
PURDOMS,
PONTiAC, CADILLAC
I 406 W. Maio
153.5315

BROWNING
SHOTGUN

[eammoe
In loving Memory of Our deer Mother Lillie Bassell who
passed away one year ogo.I Aug 311
loving Memories
Your gentle face and patient smile
With sadness we recall .
Tou had a kindly word for each
And died beloved by all.
The cocci, mute arid stilled the heart
That loved us well and true
Oh bitter was the trial to put
FrOM Ow so good as you

9. Situation Wanted

Will clean houses and 'do
laundry 753 4930
Will keep children in my
home. Call 753-1547.
Would like to clean
houses, references
available. Call for
Aileen 753-3810

14. Want to Buy
Wanted . trailer for 16ft.
Runabout. 753 5994.
Want to buy timber call
753-7528.
Want to buy used duck
decoys 753-1490

/ You are not forgotten loved one
Nor will you ever be
As long as life and memory last
We will remember thee

15. Articles for Sale

We miss you Mom. our hearts ore sore
As time goes on. we miss you more
Your loving smile your gentle face.
No one con fill you vacant place.
Sadly missed by the C

Maternity clothes size I
Call 753 7952
Used tobacco sticks.
345 2861.
Wheat straw for sale.
Phone 753 4678.

16. Home Furnishings

in Memo,•1 Lan Imai•11
MAMA HAS GOMA MOM
how kw•••hod aul hoW,
Soma God colt Alma Immo 6'wt.
11.. MAW.6.4 kw a so woci
60 66 homer 1•1•6116. boo

Maple twin bed with
new mattress and
springs $200. Excellent
condition 753'2864.
Pine dining table,
pedestal base, formica
top, leaf, 4 wooden
chairs. Used carpet,
very good condition,
pad. RCA XL-100 25in.
color t.v. 753-1490.

16 Mo. low 6 hw mow..
I. A eTty WO,sod is.
Awl I loom Nohow•••••1*.
tome oho M.., room, Mort
6.1 sow. Mel CW3 .*• her
Welke, dew,66 street. of geld
Salome. sweetly whi him oomph
Mhsoh.16 wow ...rem old

Sleeper couch and chair

es moo lerool her owl ••• Ems Oar
It ow. we. he NI* how
She rs riwro .01.116w komoi weh
Ios w• hos1 ••• 11.... pee

$40. 753-0076.

18. Sewing Machines
For sale: $200 used
Singer Touch and Sew
sewing machine and
cabinet. Special Ziglag
with 8 fashion discs. All
other attachments in
cluded Like new 7537217 after 5p.m.

I Woos sho•hmopy to IM•vm
woo. oh 6 or.,
Sh•
SacS &Ye 0.••••/1 OnOs bryli an
Mho ow Mom ow. to Mao.

o live in
for elder. Private
T 0 0 111 levy. Call
I 8 a.m.53-8990

19, Farm Equipment

Sows Om• Who Mis Ms•oho.
had God cells 6, chow. low
V•Oml rm.. M.
111•1 I *Mho W howo

Massey Ferguson 3 row
corn head 30in. rows. 1
Ford 1 row corn picker.
John Deere. 4 row
planter 435-4593.

SIGN OF THE CROSS

School pro
, child care
tional proiistration is
ogress for
n 2.5. The
School is
modern and
zed facility
d by well
personnel
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View Dr.
ORE for
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r appoint
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iplete Glass
zmplete line
xiglass, and
install auto
eplace side
cars and
e install
tore fronts,
and' in
We fix
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dws, storm
icreens. We
table tops.
Id window
also repair

300 MF
COMBINE
Both heads, quick
attach-good condition. 492_-8425.
ar
20. Sports Equipment
Model 70 Winchester
XTR feather weight.
30 06 caliber
489 2230
after 5p.m

22. Musical

WANTED
Responsible
party to take Orel low mon
thly payments on spinet
Mono. C. be seen locally.
Write Credit Manager. P.O.
Ilex 531 Shelbyville, IN
46176

RALEIGH
VIRGINIA'S
"LOST
COLONY"

IN

&Produce.

12040 One bectrooM
lInforniShed 12950 606
672 3.479

Red and yellow deli(
ious apples for sale
Fioyd McKenzie 753
4725

For rent 3 bedroom
trailer 1539240
Near Murray, real nice
2 bedroom 2 full bath,
washer and dryer. 759
1305
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
for rent near Murray
No pets 49 2611
Two bedroom, 2 bath,
12060 appliances fur
nished, gas heat Col
pman R E
Property
management 753 9898
Two bedroom mobile
home in Pine Bluff
Shores, 18 miles from
City Limits Has large
shady lot, beautiful
view of lake, large built
on room, with windows
all around, plus some
furniture
Call after
5p m , 753 8776

Air conditioning,
appliance and
refrigeration service. All brands.
759-1322.

30. Business Rentals
Five car body shop for
rent. 753 9200.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Spore
For Rent
753-4758

32. Apts, For Rent
Modern 2 bedroom
apartment furnished
deposit required. 7538731.

BOOK BEAT
illr•AVE LLING
LIBRARIES STARTED
IN MARYLAND IN
190.5 NE (AMER,
WAS NE LIBRARY'S

JANITOR flE
meoE THREE
TRIPS A WEEK'
•

Pardon' a Thurman
Insurance &

Real Estate
Southside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
Completely redecorated
,n fine taste 4 bedroom,
I '2 story home in city.
Owner financing at 10
Percent, give you low
monthly payments. A
large double lot, 2 car
garage, and storage
shed. Economical heal
and many extras. Call
Spann Realty Assoc.
753 7724.

INC

24. MiscellaneouS

10 Year old Rheem
150,000 BTU gas pack
home heating unit, with
5 ton cooling system
5400. 753'3865.
All our used air'
conditioners reduced
$25 and over. Call Dill
Electric 753-9104.
Desk $50, rocking chair
$35, bookcase 540. Call
for more information
753'7737.
FREE STORE would
appreciate any contributions of clothing
and household items,
for the needy. Call
759-4600
Firewood cut to order.
$25. per rick. Call
436-2292.
For sale AA Kirby and
Electrolux vacuum
cleaners, with at
tachments. Good as
7
n4
7
3: Call Paris 901 -642-

33. Rooms for Rent
Women students furnished rooms close to
campus, 1611 Olive, '
block from Granny's
Porch, AC, kitchen
privledges, living room
area with TV, all
utilities furnished. $295
per semester. Call 75
3511 or 753'7885.

34. Houses for Rent
5275 3 bedroom brick,
heat pump, 3 miles
West. Coleman R E.
Property Management
753'9898.
Beautiful furnished or
unfurnished house, on 5
acre wooded lot, on Ky.
Lake. 3 bedrooms, living room, kitchen,
screened in porch. sun deck, and sauna. 16
miles from Murray.
Rent-$350. Telephone
753-8207.

Fish and hunt near your
For sale: Get your own home close to thi
winter firewood now! lake. Low cost living.
436'2758.
474-8038
Helium Balloons on a Six year old 3 bedroom
string for sale. 9 and near Ken Lake Resort,
1 lin. sizes. Assorted Carpeted, AC, water
colors for birthdays, furnished. $I 9 5.
anniversaries, and all 442'56.47.
occassions. 753-0817.

37, Livestock-Supplies

Horses boarded. Stalls
$30, pasture 570.
Limited space. Phone
753 X)10
What are hunters and
jumpers? Lessons,
training, boarding.
Hickory Lane Stables,
759 4588 days, 759 1869
nights.

38. Pets-Supplies

12060, Two bedroom,
partially furnished, in
nice trailer park Call
Carol at 762 6851 before
4p m
For sale 3 bedroom
12060 Embassy electric
54650.
mobile home
753 7737.
In Baywood Vista 10050
fOrnIshed with 2 lots.
Included mini washer
and dryer, new deep
freeze...like ..new 20,000
BTU alr-conditibner
and. storage shed
Priced to sell 436 7937

Village Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, Ky.
Looking for a bargain in
todays market? There
is plenty around. But,
before you make your
final choice, look at this
3 bedroom home,
located in Hazel. Re
duced to $11,500, older
home with that certain
charm. Call Spann
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
Quality built 3 bedroom
brick home with central
gas heat, central air, all
appliances. Neatly
landscaped with fenced'
in backyard. Located in
Canterbury Estates.
New on the market and
priced at• $64,900.
KOPPERUD REALTY.
7511222.

7531222

monies Mist uvroc.
MOINELMMAI
At last, a home of
your own under
$20,000. Within
walking distance
to downtown.
hospital, etc. Neat
two bedroom, one
bath home with
electric heat,
Large upstairs
storage room with
ourside entrance.
could be made into
efficiency apartment. Well landscaped lot with
large trees. Owner
selling for health
reasons. KOPPERUD REALTY
_7534272.

Olt... Coast to Coast
loners from fverywbere
foliate Service Sate fI8
II 11 Coldwater load
Mammy,'wawa, 47871
15011753 0116
Anytime
)01 I &HONOR
Broke
Lgeased leaded

BEECHAMS AUCTION SERVICE
PARLS TENN.
Ciary:-&-Baechairn and-Son Auctioneers.
ic. no. 471 and 89A. Phone 642-0919 or
243-4882.

Jeeps Government
surplus listed for $3196
sold for 144
For in
formation call 312 931
$61 Eat 1774

52. Boats-Motors

46. Homes for Sale
Assume 9 . V 8 owner
financing on equity
Custom 5 year brick
energy saver Large 3
bedroom, central air
and heat, built in
fireplace. many extra's.
12 miles to Murray 641
South Puryear, Tn
901 247-S735 North 218
Stokes
Newly weds take a look
at this one bedroom
home on nice lot. Home
is in good condition.
Priced at only $16,000.
KOPPERUD REALTY
753 1222.
Owner wants an offer on
a 3 bedroom brick home
on an acre locted on
Highway 94 East. $23,
000 . KOPPERUD
REALTY 753 1222.
Sparkling 4 Aedifoom
dream home in Can
terbury Estates. This
home has "everything"
or in other words all the
"extras" that spell
comfortable and con •
venient family living for
its proud owners.
Priced in the 570's.
Price Just RedUced,
KOPPERUD REALTY
753 1222.
Tasteful is the word for
this totally remodeled
home located in a
desirable older section
of town. Plush jcarpet
in'g, new kitchen
cabinets and ga•S heat
are just a few of the
special features you
should see today. Call
KOPPERUD REALTY
-753-1222
Three bedroom brick, 2
baths, central heat and
air, family room,
fireplace, large kitchen
and dining room. Almo
Heights. 753 8633.

47. Motorcycles
19.
78 Yamaha Enduro
125 with $50 helmet.
Excellent - conditibn
$450. Call 753 8811,
1979 YZ100 Yamaha
excellent condition $400.
753-8555.
1980 GS850G 6000 miles.
Lots of extras and in
excellent condition.
S2600. 753 2708 after
5p.m.

It Auto Services
Rebuilt
engine
5869

complete
Call

$aoo

VW
436-

53 Services Offered

1974 5 passenger, Ford
Club Wagon Van
302
motor 753 6143
1974 Grievaolet truck
good condition 436 5830
1981 Chevy pickup
$
7
5
0
0489 2330

Realty

1965 16ft
Glasspar
Johnson 90 hp
fiberglass, new seats
and battery $800 Call
753 4021 after 4p m
23ft. Fiberglass cabin
cruiser. Sleeps 4, has
trailer. Sell or trade for
Ivan. 759 1987

53. Services Offered
SIMMONS
PAINTING
Exterior and Interior
Call for free estimate.
753-0594

APPLIANCE
SERVICE
Kenmore.
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 20 years
experience. Parts and
service
Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice 202 S. 5th St
7 5 3 8 7 2
753,8886( home).

FLOOR SANDING
AND FINISHING
20 years experience.
Stained floors our
speciality.

Carpet and linoleum
installation St 50 SCI
yard
10 years ex
perience in Murray
area Also home repair
and remodeling Phone
753 0770 ask for Bob

Roofing All Types, IS
years experience, all
Cork guaranteed. Des
Wilkerson 489-2580
or 345-2602.

Concrete, block, brick,
basements, bun
dations, drive ways,
sidewalks, patios, and
chimneys
Free es
timates Cali 753 5.476
FREE ESTIMATES On
All Electrical, Plumb
ing. Painting, and Well
Pump Needs. Licensed
Call 753 0092 or 753 9673
Fence sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO • SMALL Free
estimates
Days 474
2359, nights 474 2276

Will clean carpets
windows, also clean
and woo hard wood
floors. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

753-3317
Guttering Dv Sears.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753.2310 for free
estimate.

BODEAU
FLOOR CO.
354-6127

Licensed electrician for
residential and corn
mercial
Heating and
aircondition, gas in
stallation and repair
A. Phone 753 7203
Asphalt driveways anc
parking lots sealed by
Aluminum and Vinyl
Sears. For f ree es
siding and Aluminum
timates call 753 23'3

AMR. Service Co
amain all vinyl $ilial
castem Itio wini
hams. Call Will El
153-10.

trim for all houses It
stops painting.
Jack Glover
753-1873

MITCHELL
BLACK TOPPING Commercial, Indust
rial,, Residential, also
Backhoe work New
Patching and Seal
Concord area„.426 2306.
Coating. Phone 753 1537.
Build and Repair
tobacco barns. Free Need work on your
trees? Topping, prunestimate Call 435 4347
ing, shaping, complete'
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-8536
Painting Paperhanging.
Commercial.
Residential Interior
Exterior -Farm
Buildings. 25 years
experience. Tremon
Farris 759-1987.

SERVICE
ELECTRICAL
and
PLUMBING
REPAIR
AND
WELL PUMPS
H L FORD
435-4152

Room additions, roofTwo bucket seats, blue,
ing, remodeling, and
slotted 15in. aluminum
home improvements of
rims 6 lugs. 2 Eagle ST
any type Free estim
60's and 350 4 bolt main
• ate. Call 436 5536.
block. Camper sleeps 8.
CARPET CLEANING,
492 8621 after Ap.m.
Free Estimates.
Duane's Place Used Satisfied references,
Volkswagon parts, tune
vibra Steam or Quick
up, break jobs, rebuilt Dry Cleaning
motors 435 4272.
(Upholstery Cleaning!.
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
7535827.
1929 Chevy 4 door in Campbell's Tree Ser
excellent_ condition. vice. Topping, trim
Older restoration $3600. ming, removing. Full
FmEE EST
753(222 days, 753-6620 insurance
'ES *
Call 1-527.
evenings.
0918.
1962 Pontiac 2 door
Sammy Tidwell Paint
hard -top real nice. 1956
ing Contractor. Ex
Chevrolet 4 door V-8
perienced interior and
automatic
1966
exterior
painting
Free
ROOF
Chevrolet 14 ton pickup
estimate. Call 753 4686
with tool bed
Call
PROBLEMS?
or 753,0487
753'0423
Need a second opiWELL DRILLING and
1966 Mustang blue fair
repair. Campbell Well
nion? Build-up or
Shape. 436-2278.
Drilling McKenzie, TN.
Residential. Local
Irregation residential
1973 Chevy Impala, 1974
references. Call Hugh
901
Chevy Van. 753 6954
and commercial
352.3671.
after 5p.m.
Outland, 759 1718 or
4

ROBINSON

49. Used Cars

1978 Datsun B 210 GX,
Hatchback, 5 speed.,
mechanically sound,
runs good interior good
condition, AM FM radio
and air. New tires,
$2500. Call 753.1736.
1974 Grand Prix. Call
753 7245 after 5p.m.
1976 Pinto 2 door excel
lent condition $1200.
757 6291 after 4.30p.m
1979 Firebird aircondition, automatic,
damaged on right side
1500 Canterbury $3495.
753'9710
For sale 1973 Super
Beetle VW good condition 12000. 753'6883
For sale 1975 Datsun
210 Asking $1500 Call
759 1303
Wanted
1971 72 73
Dodge Challenger Good
body Call after 6p m.
collict, 502 271 2583

cradirdmmmr woomomma

AU
This Thursday night 7:00 p.m. 10 miles
south of Paris, Tenn, just off Hwy. 76 in
Henry Tenn. at Henry Auction House.
Selling a big load of new furniture.
hul4beds. sofas and chairs. 1 new
bedroom suite, chest, lots of small items.,
Also big lot of antiques that will be sold
Saturday night6 p.m.

- 9. Used Trucks

Strout

A home, office or both 4
bedroom home zoned
for residence or bus,
Excellent loca
ness
Priced at only
(ion
539.750
Ken Si
possession
Estates Call 753 010 1
753 7531 CCUNTRY LIVING
PRIVATE neat 3. bed
room 2 bath home on
large fully wooded lot 2
mile East of Lynn
Grove
Full finished
basement for an extra
family room or office.
Central heat and Air,
fireplace, deck. Call
tod
y
a
WHY RENT? nice 2
bedroom. 1 bath homc
With owner financing
available located just
north of Hazel.
DUPLEX ON DODSON
A great buy, Let us
show you this property
with owner financing
available.
Purdom & Thurman
Real Estate 7514451.

Large, spacious home
on one and one half
acres, just two miles
'south of town. Central
One and 2 bedroOrn,
electric 'heat and air,
apartments near downwith, fireplace insert.
town Murray. 753 4109,
Priced in the 550's with
162'6650 or 436 2844.
assumable loan. Call
753-5865
One bedroom re- KOPPERUD REALTY
decorated with new
753-1222.
kitchen. Located be.
For sale, 1 Gemeinhart tween
University and
flute and 1 Mercedes If
downtown. $125 a month
trumpet, Both are in
6400 sq. ft. of floor
with partial utilities
great condition. Call
furnished. Call Spann
space in this nearly all
753-6376 after 5:00 PM.
Realty Assoc. 753 7724.
steel and concrete comSpinet piano, like new
Two bedroom duplex
mercial building. located
753.6143
apartment on quiet
in a prime area of Murdead-end street. Central
23. Exterminating
ray. Less than ten years
gas heat and air. Stove,
refrigerator, disold; ideal for large
hwasher. and disposal
business or rent half and
furnished. Washer use Miff.
dryer hook up. $225.
CALL US AT
After 4p.m. call 753-9574
or 753-6513.
753.4000 or 419.2266.
Two young ladies want
to share a nice house
with another lady near
MSU and downtown. 2
bath, private entrance,
Phone 753-3914
available immediately.
•
• Call Rebekah after
Realtors
5p.m., 753 6577.

Kelley's Termite
14 Pest Control

307:a

43 Real Estate

a.Mobile Home Rentals 43 Real Estate

AKC German Shepherd
Seasoned Firewood $18 puppies 60 champions,
rick, $23 duflver also guard dogs and
Calloway
Call 'after. Registered kskim0
9p m 436 5806 j
Spitz 502 554 2153
Birddog pups $40 Call
27. Mobile Home Sales
753 9957 after 60 m

FIRST YOU SEE en..
THEN Val POMP' WE'RE TALK/N&

ABour mONEy AS OFTEN AS YOU
TELL vo4.R5ELE "Tic 6TAKT BAV/Ni
THIS WEEK!.SCIMETHINC. USUALLY
HAPPENS AND YVU FAIL 70 CIO SO!
WELL, HERE'S INSURANCE FOR
sKyllv& JOIN THE PAYROLL
SAYLIY&G PLAN WHERE YOU WORK
AND SFECIFY AN AMOUNT YOU WANG
SET ASIDE FRcsi YOUR pAycHEcx,
ME MONEY WILL BE usED TO Buy
LAS.CAVINISS I3CHIPS!
•

2/. Mobile Nome Sales

19. Heating-Cooling

FOR SALE
SPINET-CONSOLE
PIANO BARGAIN

KEROSENE
HEATERS. Buy now
and save! 6800- BTU,
$119.99: 9000 BTU,
$149 99. 9300 BTU
$17999. 9300 BTU with
fan, $21299, 11,500
tieTll, S179.99; 19,500
BTU, $219.99
Wallin
Hardware Paris, Tenn.
OREGON SAW chains,
31" pitch for 16" bar,
$7.6/9; 20". $8.99 Wallin
Hardware Paris, Tenn.

THE FlkS"
INDIANS IN THE
NEW WORLD
TO BECOME
CHRISTIANS WAS
MANTEO, IN 0587.
HIS CONVERSION
WAS SUPER V ISED BY
SIR WALTER

-

660 Case combine with
corn and bean table for
Good condition
sale
753 4936
Diesel combine MF 300
equipped with 400
:ylinder Perkins diesel
wick attachment 13ft
Robot bean header. 2
row corn header, good
tires, and weight OUT
per sae 2387

Nursery worke? for
church nursery. References required. Call
New, in the box, 753'6728 or 753-8240.
Surgical Technician
Belgum mode Experienced in surgery
-preferred;
some health
Browning 12
CAR STEREO Pioneer,
care background re
gouge shotgun, quired. Duties will in• Kenwood, Marantz,
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Proclude assisting in surg
$447.00
cry, in the office, and on fessional installation.
NO PHONE CALLS
hospital rounds. Posi- Sunset Boulevard Music
tion does require on call Dixieland Center
VERNON'S
rotation for nights, Chestnut St. 753 0113.
week -ends, and Concert Snare drum
WESTERN STORE
holidays. Neat appear
type used at MHS and
ance and ability to MMS. Used 1 season
communicate
well with like new $250. 753-8811
6, Help Wanted
people a plus. Send
RN or LPN position letter stating
available full time or qualifications, exINFLATION
part time for 3-11 shift, perience, and reWorking Mom Fri. with ferences to; Cape
PRICES
every weekend off
Girardeau Surgical
On Pioneer, Sony,
Persons interested Clinic Inc. 10 Doctors
Sanyo, Majestic,
should apply in person Park Cape Girardeau,
Payout: car stereos.
at Care Inn 4th and Mo 63701. Attn: Rodney
Indiana, Mayfield Ky
Waddle.
World of Sound
or call 247 0200

'

Oh Pt Ph mwt6 Who@ Ihmhon
Som.. tO., r we. ho or
le..nr Maws hon A awn..
0.0.1 hmobi sod ow•co1M Mow*

TED:

33.

19. Farm Equipment

Garden Mums
& Quality
Hanging
Baskets
Cash & Carry
Greenhouse
800 Walnut Dr.
Paducah, Ky.
1-442-2876

iNGE.

'paths door
i-'64sitot
?r- Fed. 153

.

5250 . 00 weekly
paychecks (fully
Hone 5 minutes? Ca
guaranteed) working
159 1440 for an in
part or full time at
spfrational message to
home
Weekly
your
brighten
paychecks mailed
directly to you from
Children s tape 759.
Home Office every
4445,
Wednesday
Start im
•
mediately
No ex
perience
necessary
MEN WOMEN
National company
Do
SALES MONEY
your work right in the
comfort .and security of
ts•lp isaairetic chadres
oftleserrtend Wads travel work ... your own home Details
and applicaton mailed.
hard .41 simes• 525,000 to
Send your name and
S40 000 a yaw COMMIS
address to
American
sr. Cal 100 016 4115 for
•
Fidelity Company, H ir
1100-126.41126.
ing Dept. 77, 1040 Lone
Star Dr., New Braun
fels, TX_ 78130.
•
Four needle craft in
AVAILABLE NOW NAB
Anyone interested
structors needed. Full
DVMUMS for outdoor
part time. Earn
or
in
sharing
rides to 18 $12
planting.
an hour. Will
afternoon
East
train.
Call Clara Adams
SHIRLEY FLORIST
at 492 8423 after 5p.m.
Elementary
and
Looking for people to
Kindergarten from Sell
good quality brass
GARDEN CENTER
oriental pieces
and
Panorama Shore
542 N 4th Str
Fantastic money, no
area.
investment. Have par
Murray, Kentucky
ties or individual sales.
Call 436-2598
753-3251
• Call 759-1703 for ap
pointment. Also call if
interested in buying

•

pieces.

s the ordeal
rible.
.e I'm gonna
nervous
sometimes,"
Fle's not any •
Ming out of
was when he

310X

,
1978
LaSabra, gold
ton on ton, Gold
Velure interior,
Retail 94,797,
Asking $3,998
Firm. 753
7113.

fuick

DAY
753-3716
3-5292

Will do custom combin
ing for beans or. corn
435.4593.

753-8076.

•
Chimr3ey Sweeping
Service
Do it now
before you need your
chimney Later we will
have a working list. Call
435 4348 or 762 1792

Will do yard work and
hedge trimming, cut
and .remove dead
hedge Call 753-0712 or
753 3534
Will sharpen hand saws,
tircilar saws, and
chain saws 753 4656

SPORTSMAN'S
BOAT WORKS
1983 RANGER BASS BOATS
NOW IN SHOWROOM
gtrtro.•
1.12
•itil in •8.., k
Won.,
11.h •ki
11000•inrugh
I Abode. Ihno•trAk 0.20.... In.,
111 hpf • rnrkitrr
it. ne-irkl ISO rvn•In. k 17k hp I .9nrwl•
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Nonlem• Kunoleon..
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17111141
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Iknat•

USED BOATS
IMIL:
211 hp
mr•••••
I002 AA,.
21.611, 1.1.ruol•
1511 NtworrIl ywort•wn 211
1.110
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•••
Mhp Mann.r

Nary. 68 at Jonathan Creek,

Kentueky lake Nest
to Sportsman's Marina

502/354-6569
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Jones'
rites today
Sen. ut's tot Mrs Elene
Jones are being conducted today at 2 p.m in
the chapel of Jones
Funeral Home. Barlow.
The Rev. Paul Carmon
is officiating. Burial will
follow in the Barlow
Cemetery.
Mrs. Jones, 69, Barlow,
died Sunday at 12:10 a.m.
at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. She was a
member of Barlow Baptist Church:
Survivors are one
daughter, Mrs. Kathleen
Ford, Barlow; two
sisters. Mrs. Irene
Turner, Dexter. and Mrs.
Alois Underhill, I.ynn
Grove; one brother. Morris. Dunn, Dexter: three
grandchildren.

Erwin named
to state post
'

Dr. Marti Erwin. chairman of the Department of
Nursing at Murray State
University., has been appointed to the Kentucky
Board of Nursing for a
one-year term to its new
Practice Committee.
She is the only nurse
educator from a
registered nurse proam to be named to the

I

Services will
be Thursday
for J.B. Wood
J B
Wood,
Overland Park. Kan.,
died Monday at 1:30 p.m.
in Shawnee Mission
Hospital. Mission. Kan.
He was a former resident
of Golden Pond.
The deceased retired in
1978 as a truck driver for
United Transport Co. He
was a member of Nall
Avenue Baptist Church,
Overland Park, and an
Arms veteran of World
War II.
Born Oct. 1, 1922, at
Golden Pond, he was the
son of the late Cleo Wood
and Sadie Vinson Wood.
His wife, Christine, died
May 22, 1975.
Survivors are three
daughters. Mrs. Dwain
, Gloria Kay
Mardis,
Dexter, and Mrs. Sharon
McKenzie and Miss Jeannie Wood, Overland
Park: two sons. Tim
Wood, Murray, and Jim
Wood and wife, Karen,
Edgerton. Kan.
•
Also surviving are
three sisters, Mrs. Mae
Kovis. Eureka. Mo., Mrs.
Esther Harris, St. Louis,
and Mrs. Walline
Wondercheck, Anaheim,
Cal.: three brothers,
John T. Wood and Edgari
Wood, Union, Mo., and
Woodrow W. Wood, St.
Louis.
Eight grandchildren
survive who are Tommy
and Tammy Wood,
Krissy and Todd McKenzie, Wesley, Toby and
Ronnie Mardis and
Maghen Wood.
The funeral will be
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Burial will follow in Elm
Grove Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home from 2 to 4
p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m. on
Wednesday.
. The family requests ex,
pressions of sympathy
take the form of donations to American Heart
Association.

Marti Erwin
Practice. Committee,
which is a standing committee of the board
charged with the review
of nursing practice issues
and related matters.
Issues to be studied in
1982-83 will liielude: the
role of the clinical nurse
specialist in cardiothoracic surgery; the
clinical specialist in mental helath practice,
enterostomal therapy,
and oncology: and the Air
Products
.
privileges and standards American Motors
of practice related to in- Ashland
Amen, an Teirphine
fection control.
arrow.Dupont
Erwin,a member of the Ford
faculty at Murray State G A F
since 1970 and depart- General Dynamo
General Motors
mental chairman since General Tire
1980, earned the B.S.N. Goodrich
iloodyear
degree at Murray State, Gulf Oil
the M.S.N. at Vanderbilt Heublem
IBM
University and the Ph.D. J C Penney
at Southern Illinois Jerwo
K-Mart
University.
Penwalt
Quker
Oats
She is married to Jim
Texaco
Erwin. administrator of
S Tobacco
the Calloway County Wtd-Mart
Wendy 's
Health Department, and Wetter.
E F Yield
they have one son,
Jaimey. The Erwins live Stock Market is fum.shed
NIT I
at Hazel Route 1.

Stock market

Attitudes of victim-witnesses one of uninvolvement
By TIMOTHY HARPER
Assocuird Press Writer
The soung mar's face
was puffy and bruised.
and his hp was distorted
by half a dozen stitches.
He had been mugged in
the parking lot of the
grocery store where he
was head clerk.
He had recognized the
three guys who jumped
him and took his wallet.
He had seen them in the
store, and he even knew
the nickname of one. But
when the police asked
him about the muggers%
he said he had never seen
them before.
"I just want to forget
about it," he told friends
later. "I want the word to
get out that I'm not going
to testify. I don't want
those guys to come looking for me."
The attitude is an example of the way victims
and witnesses are intimidated by society's
wrongdoers — and the
hard. cruel reality of the
risks that go with stepping forward to point an
accusing finger.
Victim -witness intimidation can take many
forms. Some are so subtle
that the police, and even
the people being intimidated. are not sure
the threats are real.
Others are as subtle as a
brickbat through the living room window at 3 in
the morning.
In either case, the terror is real.
"It is a crime which is
very common — yet one
for which there is no probability of punishment,"
according to an
American -Bar Association report.
A study by the Vera Institute of Justice', a
private nonprofit
research foundation in
New York, estimates that
victims or witnesses are
threatened in one of
every four criminal
cases. There is no way of
kn
sa.re

because, unlike other
crimes, only unsuccessful
attempts are reported.
A federal study found
that "fear of reprisal.' is
the most corrunon reason
cited by wi4nesses who
refuse to testtfy. Those
who do come forward and
testify after being
threatened say the intimidation never really
ends. The criminal may
get a sentence of even 10
years. but the witnesses
are sentenced to a
lifetime of fear that the
criminal will one day
come seeking revenge.
Sometimes the intimidation is a mix of
threats — spoken or not
- and a code of :the
streets against cooperation with authorities.
"There's a lot of people
who know what happened, but it just doesn't pay
to talk," Doreen Frequez,
19, of San Jose, Calif.,
said after her boyfriend
was shot and killed at a
party nearly a year ago.
She said a number of
people told her who pulled the trigger, but they
wouldn't talk to the
police. Her own anger at
the potential witnesses
was gradually replaced
by the same kind of fear.
"I could tell you the
names of all the guys involved." she says. "And
by the time the police got
over here to protect me,
I'd be dead."
A study by the Victim
Services Agency says
there is retaliation in an
alarming number of
cases. One of every four
victims who'reported being threatened was subseqdently the victim cif
burglary, vandalism kr a
mugging.
Among the 69 cases of
reported threats that
were studied, only two
defendants were arrested
again. Only one ended up
with a stiffer sentence
than he could have gotten
under the original
charge.

THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE

In inust states, there 1111111On a ear 011id hqs
are no tough laws aimed been criticized as a haven
at punishing criminals for mob killers who sudwho threaten victims and denly find,themselves out
of favor and see the
witnesses.
The American Bar government as less a
Association has proposed danger than their own
a model act for states to bosses.
follow, but thus far only
A more typical local
California. Rhode Island program is the one in San
and Pennsylvania have Mateo, Calif., where five
adopted it, ABA resear- full-time employees and
cher Susan Watson 20 volunteers offer to help
Hillenbrand says.
victims get to court to
The model statute
makes it a misdemeanor
for "attempting to
RUSSELLVILLE, Ky.
dissuade another from (AP — An investigation
testifying for an im- continues today into the
proper or malicious critical wounding of a
motive," and provides for Tennessee man by a Kenfelony prosecution and tucky'state police officer.
prison sentences for "exJeff Leon Walker, 23, of
press or implied" threats Nashville, remained in
critical condition Monday
of force or violence.
The model also gives night at the Bowling
judges broad authority to Green Medical Center, a
deny or revoke bail for nursing supervisor said.
defendants who threaten, He was being treated in
witnes.ses, and to issue the hospital's intensive
contempt citations for care unit.
Walker was shot once
defendants or their
friends and family who by Trooper O.B. White as
try to scare potential he fled from his car about
7:30 p.m. (CDT1 Saturwitnesses.
The statute is pending day. He had just run a
in several other states, state police roadblock.
State police Sgt. John
but state and local officials have taken other Lyle of the public affairs
steps, too. In Kansas Ci- office in Frankfort said
ty, for instance, officials representatives of the
began providing more department's internal afprotection for witnesses fairs division were exafter the murders of pected to file a report tothree rape victims who day on their investigahad agreed to testify. In tion.
The report will be
Florida. authorities have
set up a fund to bring reviewed by the Logan
visitors who are victimiz- County commonwealth's
ed back to the state to attorney, Lyle said.
testify.
Walker. was chased into
But few state or local Kentucky by the Tenprograms help victims or nessee Highway Patrol
witnesses escape their after his car struck
fear.
several vehicles in TenNo state has anything nessee, a Kentucky state
like the federal govern- police spokesman said
ment's witness protection Sunday.
program, under which
The Walker auto
nearly 4,000 people —
Kentucky on U.S.
many of them involved in entered
by
cases against organized 79 and was pursued
White, who
crime figures — have Trooper
ahead for
been given new identities. radioed
assistance. A roadblock
That federal program,
up three miles
however, costs nearly $30 was set
south of RussenVille, butthe car ran the roadblock
and ended up in a field.
SPONSORED BY
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KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS
11101181111190mmew-

canner down to M 50
Slaughter bulls US 1 1850-19501W., indicatang 710-83 cariaso boning percent
54.75-55.00; late Monday individual at
5125, US 1-3 1000-1650 lbs indicating
76-79 percent 47 75-52 n, LOS 2 indenting 70-76 percent 44 25-17.50
Slaughter calves and sealers, couple
choice 160.25114 vealers 61 0043 CO
Feeder steers, medium frame U S 1
450-500 lb. 65 254550. 500-600 lbs 633067 40, 600-820 lbs. 63 9046.50; rnedwan
frame mixed U S. 1-2 400-550 Ibs 6250.
6425. medium frame U.S 2,
lbs
57 0044.25; 500.700 lbs. 595542.50. large
frame U.S 2. moistly Holsteins, 500-700
Itis 50 00-53 00. 7004150 lbs. 51 70.54 20

Federal-State Market News See,,, 1..
31. I9IC
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Mark,
Report Includes6 Baying Station
Receipts Act 394 Est. 560 Barrovs & li,it
75-1 lower Sows 50-1 50 Iower
• •
US 1-2 210210 lbs
US 2 200210 lbs
to
US 2210750 Lta
lei
US 2-354270 lbs
Sows
&50
o
US 1-2270-350 lbs
US 14 300-150 lbs
t.
US 1-3 450-5001M
MI III,
US 1-3 5604501M
US2-3 300-500 lisa
Boars N-45 50

GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE

4

Long Bed, Sliding Rear Window, Automatic,
Diesel Engine, P.S., P.B., 2-Tone, 1 -Owner,
New Truck Trade-in. Local. Runnino Boards,
Auxfuel Tank, T.'.
25xxx miles

DWAIN TAYLOR „i„,,

CHEVROLET
GM QUALITY
SEIN1C1 PASTS

—64r5"
Murray

GM

MOTOPS PRIM INVITIola

arlZir

Owen.

Publicity hampers trial
HARLAN, Ky. (AP) —
Harlan Circuit Judge Sid
Douglass says that pretrial publicity has
become a serious problem in the case of
Harlan County Sheriff
Paul Browning Jr.
"I hope we can try this
case in Harlan County,
but it may not be possible," Douglass said in
court Monday. '
Browning, facing
charges that he plotted to
kill two county officials
and attempted to burn a
woman's home, is
scheduled to go on trial
Nov. 3 in Douglass'court.

The defense, prosecution and Douglass say
they want the trial held in
Harlan County' and the
judge said a decision by a
local jury might have
credibility.
"If both sides want to
try the case here, we're
certainly going to work
toward that." Douglass
said.
A hearing, originally
scheduled for Monday,
was postponed until today
to determine whether the
$100,000 cash bond for
Browning should be
reduced.

CHECK OUT THE FEATURES.
CHECK OUT THE PRICE'

.0•

Thshiba's new BD-4511
desktop plain paper copier.
Exclusive VIP and ACE mean better
performance and better copy quality Add
super reductions,edge-to-edge copying and
dual paper cassettes
Call for a free dergieration
office today
.

in A our

HAYFIELD
247-5912

116 NORTH 7TH

YES. YOU CAN SHOP Fall LESS

20'6

Beef Patties

14 Lb. Box $

Frosty Acres Cut

Corn

$1
20 lb.

-

Bel-Air Decor 1

LAYAWAYS
AVAILABLE

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
PHONE 753-3642

dr_

$71 9

Corn

12.10 oz. pkgs.

Frosty Acres Speckled

2399

Butter Beans
Baby Limas

30 lbs. $

799
.

20

1

Frosty Acres Purple Hulled

$'l 533

Peas

201b.

Frosty Acres

599

Black Eye Peas

70 113

Frosty Acres Breaded

LATEX WALL
$600
PAINT
WHITE LATEX
HOUSE PAINT 2Goi$2395

$1

'
1 6"

Okra
Potatoes

201b.

Frosty Acres White

STOREWIDE SALE

11 1
20'

99

hoice Sides Of Bee
Cut & Wrapped Free
r Orders In

225 To 300 Lbs.

$

1 35
Lb.

Wl-iolesale & Retail Meat

PhoneTou

GIBSON HAM CO.
'07N. 3451.

Pb... 713 1601
IIIOURS,7 00 $ 00 Mee Fr,

We Ac:eat Feel
Stows

Only federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray

SEMI ANNUAL
Murray, KY.

WC%

Toct

599

Frosty Acres Cream Style

FINAL WEEK
1/01.
setts
toos

said no gun or other
weapon was found and
the object in Walker's
hand was apparently a
"large billfold."

Quarter Lb. Pure Ground

AS LOW AS

1980 Chevy Pick-up Scottsdale

"The big problem with
intimidated victims is the
lack of response by the
judicial system, starting
with the police and going
all the way up," says
Candy Ellington,. a
counselor. with New York
City's Victim Services
Agency.

Frosty Acres

LABOR DAY SPECIAL
t

hand- and was shot once
by White, the statement
said.
A spokesman for state
police in Bowling Green

Walker was warned to
stop when he leaped from
the car, Instead, he turned "with an object in his

Hog market

...cis, Livestock market

11.1 F
K.
.01'k
Esttmated receipt,. cattii, and calves.
2100 Terminal and auction ,ales to
10 45 am. Compared to Monday's
close
13nuted slaughter steers and heifers
50 lower, cows and bulls -.steady
Slaughter calves untested. sealers
poorly tested. feeders opening steady
Slaughter steers. go.,d and choice US
2-3 910-1065 lbs SI 75-59 25, good U.S 2
1412 lb , dairy breds 5251
Slaughter heifers, few choice 3090 lbs
59 40. Slaughter cows. commercial U S
3-540 70-43 M.utility 1.336 00-13 00. high
drowning individuals 43,5045 00. cutter
U.S 1-2 33 50-18 00. canner and cutter
under 800 lbs 3010.3736. vers shells

2:.) percent of all victun
or witness intimidation
occurs in the courthouse

Investigation underway for man shot by officer

KLINT KELLEY -MAYFIELD, KY.-- 247-0673 or 1-800-592-3488
4 ant36..
56.. eNi
8,4 we
35I. •

testify they send them
letters and maps telling
them where to park and
what door to use to get to
a locked room where they
can wait to testify —
away from the defendant
or his friends or family.
Most jurisdictions,
however, don't even offer
a letter or a map or
secure waiting room. The
New York study
estimates that as much

1/2 PR°

FREE DELIVERY

SALE
Room Suites
Bedroom Suites

-
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HAYFIELD

PEANUTS

Garfield

h Box Kits With
pint Vacuum Bottle

217-5912
florae stores may
earn? "Abadan"
brand lunch Idlls MIA
different moats.

LESS
$2016

Lunch Tot* %filth Recessed Handle
Box lays flat to form lunch tray Save'

$1599
$719
pkgs.

11 1

lib $1533

Llrntt I

Plastic "High-dome"Lunch Kit
Has handle and 2-latch closure

Large-capacity Metal Lunch Kit
Flip n Sip" dispenser bottle Say&

1.87
4"
Pkg.Of S0,11,
Lucheon Plates

Regular
Panty
Hose

I

$2399
799

Ii

1.67
1
4"
Pkg.Of 35,10/
Compartment Plates

94C
Brawny'Paper Towels
1x1-4' 2
—

$ 1 599

1 61 °
2,1 199

lb.$

Orton - Acrylic lie
Pit Sizes 9-11

$• 35
Lb.

CO
port Nod

ray

moor-c-J'd

1.74

Pr.-Our 2.17
*asses'Argyle Campus Hose
r LW,Open-weave Hose.Pr.
o,,antwo iN

8

Our Reg 1097
en's LCD.Quoits W
thsplays ttme. day and

THANK YOU FOR SHOPPING AT K MART

o

zonirs 1-2-3-4

Oustrore0 styles we
reomorontorlve mot prooP

$6!

Your
Choice
Our Reg.
6.96-7.57
Misses' Knit Action Jersey
With Easy-care Forter
Football or baseball jersey in
solid colors or color combinations on white. Cotton/
"polyester
Celanese* Fortre14
••Forel* Is OP.9 IM of fiber Industries.

Save
22% To
32%

Clearance of Autumn Fashion Dresses This Weekend
Our Reg. 12.94-17.94. Up-to-the-minute styles to wear
through fall and beyond Variety of lovely colors and easy$10-$13
care fabrics Juniors'. misses' and full figure sizes
Clearance Of Olds'Fashion Dresses For Back-to-School
Our Reg. 8.88-16.96. Crisp polyester/cotton in a wide array
$6-413
of styles Perky prairie looks, tailored styles 4-14.

outeirdiary or Clic...* Corp

all

2.66

Your Choice
Our Reg
3.22
Misses' Bras Or Sports Briefs
Lace-cup. stretch strap bras
other styles 32A-38C Soft control briefs sizes M-L-XL

Our Reg
8.969.96
Sweater Vest For Misses
Choose cable or open-stitch
pattern in heathers or solid colors Many styles Acrylic Save

2.88

Our Reg
3.573.9

Novelty T-shirts For
Polyester/cotton. Si es 4-14
Our 840-1.09, Olds' Panties
Nylon. Cotton shield. 4-14. Ea.754

To
28.77 Our
Reg
31.44
35 96-3E196
Olds' Winter Coat Sale
Many styles some with hood
Variety of fabrics and colors
Our 32.96,Olds Coats,4-6X, 26.33

••••,
••101.

Zones 1-2-3-4

Polyester/Cotton, Cotton, More

ye
% To

Veokend
es to wear
)rs and easy$10413

k-to-School
a wide array
$6-$13

113 96

3t Sale
e with hood
s and colors
,ats.44X,28.33

Family Jeans,"An American Classic"
$6
Our 4.97,Toddler Boys' Jeans, 2-4,..$4 Our 8.97, Boys'Western-look Jeans,
Our 5.57,Toddler Girls' Slacks, 2-4,..$4 Our 10.96, Misses' Jeans or Twill Pants Ea.$7
Our 8.57, Girls Fashion Jeans,4-14, ..$6 Our 12.97, Men's Rustler Cotton Jeans...$10
Not Shown:Our 6.97, Jr. Boys' Jeans,4-7,$4
**

**

**

*

fTS FORTREL

w;
I
5.9T; 3.97,,yzeg 3.97
poiveste,

, FOroe, is

Peg, TAA,,,

YOU!
Choice

Our
4 97

Reg

Sleeper Of Fortrel•
Print sleeper, gripper
Celaback opening
nese! Fortrel" polyester

1-pc. Thermal Sleeper
Infants' thermal knit of
Celanese' Fortrel"
polyester 9-18 mos Save.

Boys' Football Shirt
Cotton/polyester. 9-24 mos
- Infants' Corduroy Pants
Cotton/polyester 12-24 mos

Each
Our Reg
4.975.97
Toddlers' Tops, Pants
Girls' cotton/polyester top
with puffed sleeves Cotton
corduroy pants Save now

5.97gr,Reg 2.97
Toddlers Slack Set
Boys cotton/polyester
corduroy pants Polyester/cotton polo shirt

•

ZOO., 1 2 3

OPeyo S.E.P.9

5

Our Reg.
6.97
Boys' Football Jersey
3/4-sleeve football style with
yoke front, hemmed bottom In
polyester/cotton solid colors

Your
Choice
Our Reg.
6 96
Men's Colorful Sport Shirts
Fashion shirts in polyester/ cotton, pockets, some stitching
trim In solid colors or plaids

Our Reg.
8.97-12.96
Men's, Boys' Western Shirt
Western styling in polyester/
cotton, men's snap front, solid colors, boys in fall plaids

$5

Our Reg.
5.97
Men's Crew Football Jersey
/
3
4 raglan sleeve Assorted
polyester/cotton styles Save

SHOP EARLY
FOR BEST
SELECTIONS

Our Reg.
6.97
Jr. Boys' Western Shirt
Polyester/cotton with button front. tali plaids Sizes 4-7

At- 444 *4- -gf

SAVE
*12%To
23%

Twin Size
Flat Or Fitted
Our Reg. 4.47

Stock Up On K mart. Sheets!
Criso K mart'quality sheets, now at a remarkable price'
Durable white polyester/cotton bedding. with 130
threads per sq in Easy-wash, no ironing needed Save
Our Reg. 3.47, 20x30" Std.-slze, Pillowcase,
Pr. 2.67
Our Reg. 5.47, Double Flat Or Fitted Sheets,
Ea. 4.57
Our Reg. 7.97, Queen Flat Or Fitted Sheets,
Ea. 6.97
Our Peg.11.47, King Flat Or Fitted Sheets,
Ea. 9.97
Our Reg. 4.17, 20x40", King Pillowcases,
Pr. 3.47

If- Alf-4- -Ile-444444

DUALITY LEMON
,
1 00TWIEAA

I /
6.97, 20x30" Queen, 5.47

Girls' Full
Sizes 9-3

$10 7.50 8

/Cotti

Our 6.97, 20x30"

Our 9.97 r.

Pr Our
14.97
Men's Leisure Shoes
Vinyl oxfords, padded
collar rubber sole

9.97 Pr.
Pr
Special
Purchase
Men's, Boys' Joggers Boys' Tan Oxfords Girls' T-Straps
Durable nylon, long- Suede-look shoes
Lace vamp. covered
with rubber sole
wearing outsole trim
wedge. buckle Vinyl

.50$11

Pr
Special
Purchase
Brown Suede Casuals
Women's 4-eyelet oxfords, padded collar

Our Reg.
4.37 Ea.
Standard Sleep Pillows
Candy cane stripes on cotton
ticking. polyester fill. 19x25".

For W

3.9

Sleep Pillow With I(
Kodel` Kodofiii` pc
Our 11.54, 20x36" Kin
Reg

Zones 1-2-3

SAVE
12%To
23%

r

Twin Size
Flat Or Fitted
Our Reg. 4.47

)n K mart Sheets!

y sheets now at a remarkable price'
dyester/cotton bedding with 130
Easy-wash no ironing needed Save
0" Std.-size, Pillowcase,
Pr. 2.67
le Fiat Or Fitted Sheets,
Ea. 4.57
n Flat Or Fitted Sheets,
Ea. 6.97
,iat Or Fitted Sheets,
Ea.9.97
3", King Pillowcases,
Pr. 3.47

ur Reg.
37 Ea.
twS
on cotton
9x25"

23.

Peyo S.E.P.P.

Twin Size
Our Regular 28.97
Kids Love Colorful Smurf"Quitted Bedspreads
Great fun for the cartoon sett Polyester/cotton . print
Smurfs top with polyester fill, nylon tricot backing Save
Our Reg. 34.97, Full Size Sinurf s' Bedspread,
29.97

15.

Twin Set
Our Regular 19.97
Matching Smurf
'
Polyester/Cotton Sheet Set
128 threads per sq in. 1 flat, 1 fitted, 1 pillowcase. Save
Our Regular 26.97, Full-size &stud,Sheet Set,'....22.88
• I ;kV I Fated She01. 2 CoseS

let -1(

4- If- Alk

'Queen, 5 07

SAVE
16%T

-V- At* Alic

4-44-

1

Pair
48x84"
Our Regular 16.38
"Supertex" Drapes With Insulating Backing
Textured spun rayon/acetate in solid decorator colors
Our 29.97,72x84",Pr. 24.97
Our 37.97,96)(44", Pr. 32.97
Our 13.27, 48x63",
Pr. 10.97

3.

Each
52x45"
Our Reg. 3.97
Sheer Dacron • Polyester Ninon Panels
Finely tailored Dacron!' polyester, washable. wrinkle-resistant
Our 4.37, 52x63", Ea. 3.66
Our 4.77, 52x111",
Ea. 3.97
'DuPont Rog IM

At- At

If-

liclef-

,f•
baby
lotion

condition

ks
•••••••••

Polyester Cotton Tickingt

12x12" Washcloth
15x25" Hand Towel

- Our 6.97, 20x30" Queen, 5.47

31.97StdOur.

20x26"
Reg. 5.67
Sleep Pillow With Kod0filt`
Kodel! KodofiV polyester fill
Our $.54, 20x36" King Size,6.97
Easnnon Rog TM

1.9

724x42"
Bath Size
"Andover" Terry Bath Towel
Cotton/polyester. dobby border
Hand Towel,1.37; Washcloth,1178

4.

21x33"
Our Reg.
6.62
'Iambi'4-tone Scatter Rug
Polyester/nylon, latex backing
Our Reg.9.76, 26x43" Rug,7.96

mart'

ne K
Baby Lotion
16-oz • gentle skin smoother
so7
Final Her Hair Mist
2.28 12-oz
• spray. 3 formulas

2$

Condition' Hair Care
For V 16-oz.' shampoo. conditioner

Zones 1 2 3
2 97

Great $10 Smile-back Offer
And Free Smile Insurance,too. Come in today for details.

. 126

—
147
—

2.97

.47Each
Color Print Film Camera Tote Bag
110/20 or 126/ For OneStep'" or
. camera
20 color film. Sun"
ASA 100

Film ;
Offer! .7
POLAROID

dill
K mart'
Sale Price
, Less
Factory Rebate

\Q.!,

1,

ix
"

' Your Net Cost
After Foctory
Rebate

PiLrff-,
29.97

77.87

10.0o
67.87

39.97
10.00

K mart'
Sole Price
Less
Factory Rebate
Your Net Cost
After Factory
Rebate

2997
.

Amigorm 620 Instant Camera
With built-in close-up lens Uses
600 high-speed film' Save

660 Sue'Camera With Flash
Automatically measures flash
output Automatic focusing

• Not Included

Tine-Zen:
10.88

Kodak
J.

25.97T0
46.97

Borten., not Included

201.pos.es Pe,Pock

Gloss-fir

Price
110 Pocket Camera With Flash
Handy built-in electronic flash

Binoculars With Case
7x35mm 10° ZWCF
8x4Omm 9° ZWCF
7x5Omm 7.1° ACF
10x5Omm 7° BWCF

Our Rec

16.4.7Sale

SX-70' Time-Zero"'
Color Print Film
in 2-pack,13.97
600 High-speed
Color Print Film
In 2-pack,14.47

25.97
29.97
46.97
46.97

29.97

Sale Price

Time-Zerot" OneStep'm Camera

Fully motorized self-focus Save

Bo”eres not ino$uded

**

**

**

SCHOOL'S IN SESSION
our music makesthe grade

House-

Our

19.97

Sale Price
Ektralite Camera With Flash
Quality 3-element.. f/8 lens

11

COMBAT

**

17,411,

musK
Glvethe glf
"

**it
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CARTRIDGE SALE:
26.97
Defenders,
Adventurer.
22.97
Video Chess
18.97

ibp
—
ilemb.$11.•
MCMLXX X I I Wart Ds,
ar P•o•duc'c,ns
mar Men•••••,.•
FOX110UND
"

*AL

POI( S

Snow Whit

:(. . -._. . ),.
D

The Finest
Name
in

.

Children
'
s
Records

CX26001
ve•V OWN,'
Lady

Tramp

wagirei

4) ,-IL•rf

*

'MT 00111.1•11
tr?"Cinderella

$133

:
1 f
'r

_

...kg .77
caorte•
Awl

LP

5,77

_

ALBUM OR
CASSE TTE

7.96

ALBUM OR
CASSETTE

6.96

K mart •
Sale Price
Less
Factory Re

Atari Video Computer System

Your Net
Cost After
Factory
Rebate

With console, 2 by sticks, 2 paddle controls.
Combat Game Program"' True-to- life
sounds, difficulty levels, on-screen score

Electric
hot. colc

Oltler porno programs sold SOPOroNeY

Muscle

Zones •2 3-4

1 58

tails.

14fic.411111111111111, White

•

5.97

TIFHTURE

L

Our 12.97,
10" Wrench,9.97
Our 18.77,
12" Wrench,13.77

White And
Colors
8.88

1.58

1.58?ulr8 Pkg.

12
.

Our
97
8-Inch Wrench
Of drop-forged
steel Adjustable

Sale

7.9710

WARRANTED

• •-

411111111

32.88Price
Mercury Vapor Lamp
Automatic on/
off 175-watt bulb

5.47

-

f CiFt

mY
WARRANTED
ear
s

13
-s
Glass Lim% SAVE 37

5.47

PAINT

ONE COA1

EXTERIOR

1

63.77
#616

ONE C°A

k.PrEX
j
;:

Energizer Batteries
Pkg of 2 'C'- or
'D'- size batteries

Our
17.9719.97
L.C.D. Calculator
Scientific tnodel
with batteries

77.77
, #625/60

STANLEY
3.97

En EUREKA'

Our 21.67 Tool Set
At No Extra Charge
With Purchase Of
Model 625/60. This
Sale Only

AND $6
A GAL.
5.97
10.88
, CORNER
KOGE,‘

Our Reg 15 88 Gal

Our Reg 16 88 Gal

eror'"

*LWOW,

Our Reg. 5.57-8.97

10.88 8.88 3.97.5.97

7
ed

Flat Latex House Paint
8-yr durability One coat

House-and-Trim Paint
Gloss-finish latex Sale

7

Our 7.97 Gal.
Interior Texture Paint
Latex texture paint helps
cover cracks, imperfections

mere

1

5 -1-7fr **
*-;

Feature-packed Tools

Our 7.97,16-oz. Hammer
Our 7.38, 20-inch Hand Saw,
Our 5.57, 6-pc. Screwdriver Set,
Our 8.97, 50'Steel Tape
Our 8.37, 12' Powerlock • Tape

5.47
5.47
3.97
5 97
5.97

t•-••[master-I

Sale Price
Save On
Canister Vacuum Cleaner
Tool-pak carrier with accessories

63•

77.770ur

Reg 89 87
Powerful Upright Vacuum Cleaner
2-position Dial-A-nap", plus headlight

26.97
22.97
.16.97

CORA
K mart
Sale Price
less
Factory Rebate •
Your Net
Cost After
Factory
Rebate
Muscle Relaxer"' Heat Pad
Electric Use dry. moist.
hot. cold 3 heat settings,

-

12.97
5.00

7.97

5
9

K mart'
Sole Price
Less
Factory Rebate "
Your Net
Cost After
Factory
Rebate
Conair New.Twist Combo'"
Hot brush/curling Iron, all
in one Tangle-free bristles

9.97
2.00

7.97

K mart'
Sole Pace
less
2,00
Factory Rebate
Your Net
Cost After
Factory
Rebate
1250-watt Pistol Power'"
Compact. lightweight 2
speeds. 2 heat settings

9.87

7.87

K mart'

14.97
- 5.00

Sale Price
less
Factory Rebate
Your Net
Cost After
Factory
Rebate
1250-watt Pro Style:
Quick-dries your hair! 4
temperatures. 2 speeds

9.97

K Mott

24.97

Sale Price
less
Factory Rebate 7 5.00
Your Net
Cost Alter
Factory
Rebate
Mist'n Set'" Hairsetter
Curls dry, with mist or conditioner 20 rollers Save'

19.97

401.

•

Zones I, 2, 3,

HS
OPEN DAILY AND SUNDAY
4=1. Mr.sler

ML
FR31:11DAY WEEKEND
**************
The Saving Place

Save 39.88

$39

$99

Pr.

Our Reg. 138.88

Our Reg,46.88-52.88

Deluxe AM/FM Cassette Stereo
Features pre-set pushbuttons. 4-way
balance. more Many U.S. and import cars.

Triple-play Stereo Speakers .
Choice of 5/
1
4" round or 6x9- speakers. Both
feature high fidelity. 20-oz. magnets. Save.

Visit Our Auto Dept.

I
I

Our Reg. 14.88

Sale Price

9.97

Ea.
Deluxe Heavy-duty Shock Abseil:tot
For many U.S. cars With all-weather fluid.

Our Reg. 3.67

88°

LC.D. Auto Digital Clock
Time date Carnes complete

Our Reg. 28.88

!2.27pr

STP Gas Treatment
8-oz
' Helps clean carb

19.970fet2

Choice Of Splash Guards
Stainless steel or rubber.

•flOS

. "
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1111111111101111
I
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Halogen Lights With Lexan• Lens
Amber fog or clear driving lamp Complete

Afarthe

•K nwt F whe Ins •nd
Anwnuno ton

Po..< v

rid
itrawal.
Suer on4 Kw.
6.{yr[MN.
satcluel se ••• /wow
Memos.
..•••••
....rst to •
nvaihn. of SS%
Nowa*

49

seW

Sale Price

HUNTING AND FISHING
LICENSES SOLD IN MOST
SPORTING GOODS DE PIS

Sale Price

49.97
00119 Single-shot Shotgun'
12 20 or 410 gauge Wood stock

59.9
Martin Glenttolcr Rifle•
22-caliber semfautom

?Our 4.47-5.97
Scene Hats
I or Jones styles. Save

4

.970ur Reg.5 97
Camouflage T-shirt With Pocket
Poiyester/cotton. crew neck. Save

THANK YOU FOR SHOPPING AT K MART

•0

